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FOREWORD

...AFtER tWO yEARs WE stEp Out... 
Even after 12 years I find I am pinching myself that an 

idea that was conceived over an inebriated night has 
culminated as a credible platform for so many aspiring 
filmmakers; with an Oscar accreditation to boot and now 
the largest Short Film Festival In India.  This is what keeps 
our motors going – to see so many filmmakers who 
debuted at BISFF and have gone on to successful award-
winning careers. 

After a gap of two years, we are excited to be back in 
theaters, cinephiles watching cinema together has its own 
joy. We were lucky that our audience gave us great love 
when we had to pivot to the digital mode. Our learning was that the online 
format made it inclusive for audiences across India and gave us a larger footprint. 
Making cinema accessible to diverse audiences is what BISFF aspires for, so the 
decision to go hybrid this year was an easy one. 

We have received submissions of the highest quality from over 100 countries, 
the jury has its task cut out for them. I personally am overwhelmed with the 
brilliance in the cinema we are showcasing this year, it is a honor to curate this 
festival. 

BISFF has its workshops, master classes and online forums with cinema as its 
fulcrum and engaging thought-provoking conversations as the take-aways, and 
as usual we hope to do more, go bigger and keep innovating to keep BISFF at 
the forefront of Shorts!

None of this is possible with for an independent festival without the people 
who prop us up, either fiscally, physically or emotionally – you know who you 
are and we doff our hats to you. And lastly my hard working team without whom 
everything is a pipe dream- thank you!

With elation I sign off - See you at the movies

#BISFFBLR #BISFF2022
-Anand Varadaraj 

Founder & Artistic Director, BISFF
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International Competition 6 22

A GEntlE niGht

10:59 Mins  |  Mandarin  |  Thriller, Family  |  China

Synopsis:
The young designated driver, who had just become a father, 

received an order from an old man late at night. The old man’s 
strange and mysterious behavior confused the driver. They are 
about to face a gentle night.     

About the director:
Thomas is a young Chinese director, who started making 

shorts in 2015 and tried different ways of expressing himself. He 
has participated in selections of excellent film festivals. Since 
2019, he has focused on the topic of the family because of the 
great change in life. And he started trying to express the 
relationship between generations. So far, his film is known for its 
rich image style and humanistic concerns for ordinary people.

Thomas Chen



International Competition 7 22

A MAstERpiEcE

10:45 Mins  |  Kirghiz  |  Drama  |  Kyrgyzstan

Synopsis:
A young woman, Asya, decided that she will die with the last 

leaf that will fall from the tree outside her window.     

About the director:
Madina is a  writer and director from Kyrgyzstan.

Madina Ismailova



International Competition 8 22

A pAssinG clOuD

13:38 Mins  |  Chinese  |  Fiction, Family, Women  |  China

Synopsis:
One day, while working as a rideshare driver to support her 

family, Zhao Mei gives a lift to a teenage girl called Yiyi, during 
her school time. On the way to their destination, Zhao Mei slowly 
begins to question her role as a mother as she learns more about 
her young passenger.     

About the director:
Tang Peiyan graduated from Beijing Film Academy and has an 

MFA from Peking University, China.

Peiyan TANG



International Competition 9 22

ADOpt A DOG

23:00 Mins  |  Spanish  |  Tragicomedy, Fantasy  |  Mexico

Synopsis:
In this surrealist tragic-comedy, Emilio, a gray office worker, 

adopts a stray dog believing that it will strengthen his position 
within his fiance’s family. However, in reality, it will only be the 
trigger to how far a human being can go in order to belong.     

About the director:
Juan Barreda studied Communication Sciences at the 

Universidad Iberoamericana Puebla, Mexico. He is a self-taught 
filmmaker. He is a co-writer of the short film Inframundo, 
produced by the Mexican Film Institute, which was nominated 
for an Ariel, won Best Screenplay at the Shorts Mexico, Latin 
American Video Festival Rosario, Argentina, and Best Short Film 
at the International Debut Film Festival in St. Petersburg, Russia. 
He has collaborated with United Nations Organization to make 
documentaries on forced internal displacement in Chiapas and 
with UNESCO on science and art documentaries. His second 
short film, Celebration, was a winner of the FONCA Cultural Co-
investment Program. He is co-director and photographer of the 
documentary Among the remains, selected in the Doculab 7 of 
the International Film Festival in Guadalajara and best short film 
from Puebla in the Cinetekton festival. Currently, he finished the 
short film Adopt a Dog..

Juan Manuel Barreda



International Competition 10 22

AlkARisi

22:15 Mins  |  Turkish  |  Drama, Thriller, Horror  |  Turkey

Synopsis:
Kübra stays in the country house of her grandmother Emine 

with her illegitimate newborn baby. She learns that a creature 
named Alkarısı, which is rumored to kill newborn babies is 
haunting her village and finds herself in the middle of a dark folk 
tale.

About the director:
İlyas Soner Yıldırım was born in 1988, Turkey. He studied 

filmmaking, direction, and creative writing at various film 
academies. Alkarısı is his first short film. Currently, he works as 
an assistant director in short films and video clips. He continues 
his education at Istanbul University, Department of Sociology.

İlyas Soner Yıldırım



International Competition 11 22

An EncOuntER

19:59 Mins  |  English  |  Drama, Adaptation  |  Ireland

Synopsis:
Freely adapted from the James Joyce Short story, an encounter 

follows Stephan and Jay (13-year-olds), as they take a day off 
from school. Stephen considers Jay to be beneath him. Nervous 
of being detected, the pair stick to the margins, along the royal 
canal and through the anonymous docklands until the afternoon 
finds them on the grassy banks of the Irish town shore. As they 
lay hidden in the grass, a strange man approaches. What unfolds 
terrifies Stephan and will never be erased from his memory.     

About the director:
Kelly Campbell is an Irish-born Actor, Writer, and First-time 

director. Her career in theatre has spanned over 20 years, 
beginning In 1999 when she founded the Cafe Theatre in Dublin. 
As an Actor, her films have been accepted into Sundance, 
Berlinale, Venice, Toronto, Tribeca, and San Sebastián. Kelly has 
recently finished her directing debut film “An Encounter” which is 
an adaptation of James Joyce Dubliners.

Kelly



International Competition 12 22

An islAnD DRiFts

18:32 Mins  |  English  |  Drama  |  Singapore

Synopsis:
Set in Singapore, a young teacher presses for the truth from a 

mal-adjusted student. The act leads to devastating results and 
they suffer the ignominy of losing everything that matters to 
them. The story holds a mirror up to society, where a mistake can 
derail a life in an overly pressurized world.     

About the director:
Vivian Ip is a writer, director, and producer from Singapore. 

She holds a Bachelor of Laws with Honours from Durham 
University, UK, and worked as a corporate lawyer for four years. 
She has since adapted her legal skills to filmmaking and graduated 
from the USC School of Cinematic Arts on an Entertainment 
Partners scholarship. She is also a member of the BAFTA Los 
Angeles Newcomers Program and an alumna of the ARRI Support 
and Education (ARRIse) Program. Recently, she made her 
directorial debut with her graduate thesis film An Island Drifts 
(2021). She produced Headlock (2020), a Student Academy 
Awards finalist, an official selection in Dances with Films and 
Urbanworld Film Festival, and a USC First Look winner in the 
Social Change category; whereupon she also received the Best 
Producing Award. Her filmmaking practice is centered on 
exploring the human condition and bringing authentic and 
underrepresented voices to the forefront.

Vivian Ip



International Competition 13 22

BRAnkA

20:00 Mins  |  Hungarian  |  Drama  |  Hungary

Synopsis:
In Yugoslavia, in 1991, far away from the war zones, Branka 

gets a job in a maternity ward of a state hospital. The young 
woman is all alone, but it turns out loneliness is not the hardest 
burden Branka has to carry. On the other side, newborns are 
disappearing from the hospital.     

About the director:
Akos was born in 1991 in Senta, Yugoslavia. After he finished 

high school in Subotica he moved to Budapest, Hungary, to study 
cinematography at the Metropolitan University. His BA diploma’s 
resultant work, Away (directed by Roland Ferge) debuted at the 
Berlinale Generation in 2014, where it won Special Mention of 
the Generation Kplus International Jury. His other collaborations 
as DOP include Szabolcs Hajdu’s “It’s  Not the Time of My Life”. 
Since then Ákos started to work in films as a writer and director 
too. Branka is his first short film.

Ákos K. Kovács



International Competition 14 22

cOMinG Out With thE hElp OF A tiME MAchinE

15:00 Mins  |  English  |  LGBTQ, Drama, Sci-fi, Family, Comedy  |  United States

Synopsis:
When coming out to his traditional and God-fearing Indian 

parents, Sid uses his time machine to reset the day trying to make 
sure everything goes perfect.     

About the director:
Naman Gupta is an award-winning director and writer. He is 

originally from India and is now based in Los Angeles USA. He is 
diverse, and inclusive and loves blending fiction with 
contemporary social issues so that his films can reach a wider 
audience.

Naman Gupta



International Competition 15 22

DiE unsichtBARE GREnzE

27:30 Mins  |  German  |  Drama, Police, Migration, Racism  |  Austria

Synopsis:
Deportation from Vienna, in the middle of the night. Police 

officer Nancy and her colleague Albert have the task of evicting a 
family. The events of the night leave everyone involved 
traumatized.     

About the director:
Mark Gerstorfer studied photography at the Academy of Fine 

Arts, Vienna before taking up his directing studies at the Vienna 
Film Academy with Michael Haneke. He received the START 
scholarship of the Federal Chancellery as well as the annual 
scholarship of the province of Salzburg. He completed his 
directing studies at the Vienna Film Academy in the master class 
with Prof. Michael Haneke with distinction.

Mark Gerstorfer



International Competition 16 22

EGER, 1552

17:00 Mins  |  Hungarian  |  Adventure, Fantasy, Youth, History  |  Hungary

Synopsis:
Two sixth-graders lose their way on a school trip and find 

themselves in the middle of the siege of Eger in 1552; on the 
exact day that the Turks unleash their final attack on the iconic 
Hungarian castle.     

About the director:
Attila graduated from the University of Theatre and Film Arts 

(SZFE) in Budapest. A film critic-turned-distributor-turned 
commercial director for many years, he wrote and directed the 
30-minute short “Now You See Me, Now You Don’t” in 2005, 
followed by four feature-length movies “The Ambassador to 
Bern” (2014), “Demimonde” (2015), “Eternal Winter” (2018) and 
“Tall Tales” (2019). His films have screened at over 200 film 
festivals, won 100 awards combined, received critical acclaim, 
and became audience favorites. Attila Szász



International Competition 17 22

kitEs

13:58 Mins  |  Portuguese  |  Latino, Kids, Inequality  |  Brazil

Synopsis:
Two Venezuelan children and a Brazilian boy fight to see who 

knocks over the other’s kite. When this finally happens, an even 
bigger dispute begins.     

About the director:
Thiago Briglia has a degree in Film Direction from the São 

Paulo International Film Academy (AIC-SP) and a degree in Social 
Communication, with a major in Journalism, from the Federal 
University of Roraima (UFRR). He is the director of the film 
production company Platô Filmes. He works in the 
cinematographic market in the Amazon region.

Thiago Briglia



International Competition 18 22

MAy this DAy BE

29:29 Mins  |  Korean  |  Fiction, Drama  |  Korea, Republic of

Synopsis:
Delivery man Hyun-soo has to go pick up his daughter by 5 o’ 

clock after work. However, the elevator in an apartment, which is 
his last delivery destination, is broken. Hyeon-soo has no place 
to leave the parcel, so he goes up the stairs with a heavy load.     

About the director:
Jaehyun Park graduated from the Department of Theater and 

Film at Hanyang University in Seoul in 2011. He directed ‘May 
This Day Be’ (2021) and ‘How to get lost in your own room’ 
(2021).

Jaehyun Park



International Competition 19 22

MiRAGE

08:32 Mins  |  French  |  War, Environment  |  France

Synopsis:
In 1917, on the desert battlefront of a war for resources, 

Marcel is assigned a crucial message for the French trenches.     

About the director:
Arthur Fanget is a french director of photography from Lyon. 

He graduated from ARFIS in 2010. He uses his talent behind 
cameras in commercials, video clips, and fictional works since 
then. Drawing from his experience in short films, he worked on 
and signed the image of the first long feature film in 2019 Soula, 
which was awarded at the 77th Mostra de Venice (Final cut 
category). Post a decade and post a hundred commercials, he 
tried directing music videos and shorts for a few years along with 
DP-ing. In 2021, he directed two shorts (Magma and Mirage) and 
is currently browsing festivals. He is set up at Studio 24 in Lyon 
for about a year. He’s also president of a local technician 
association and owner of a complete cinema equipment fleet 
including cameras, lights, grip, and trucks.

Arthur Fanget



International Competition 20 22

MuRDER tOnGuE

17:38 Mins  |  Urdu  |  History, Drama, Social Issue, Racism  |  Pakistan

Synopsis:
In 1992, during May. The state-sanctioned Operation has put 

the city of Karachi in constant unrest. Abdul Aziz Ansari wakes up 
at night and is informed by his daughter-in-law, Naseema, that 
his son hasn’t returned home. As a knock on their door, later at 
night, summons them to the hospital, they witness along the way, 
that which is known today as the most brutal chapter of the city’s 
history; a sentiment of hatred towards their race, deep-rooted 
beneath the system.     

About the director:
Ali Sohail Jaura is an independent filmmaker from Karachi, 

Pakistan. He has a penchant to evolve emotions through his 
stories. In 2017, he made a travel short film “Arz e Pakistan” (Land 
of Pakistan) based on the Northern Regions of Pakistan which 
went on a winning streak and won many accolades at various 
international tourism film festivals. It was also ranked in the Top 
10 tourism films of 2018 by ComitÃ International des Festivals 
du Film Touristique. His previous narrative short film “Dry 
Leaves”, has been officially selected in many prestigious film 
festivals like Indie Memphis Film Festival, Newport Beach Film 
Festival, and Sedona International Film Festival to name a few.

Ali Sohail Jaura



International Competition 21 22

nOctuiDAE

23:01 Mins  |  German  |  Sci-Fi, Fantasy, Romance  |  Germany

Synopsis:
A lonely seamstress receives a strange request: to sew a cloak 

made only from the wings of moths. A work of delicate beauty is 
painstakingly crafted, and with it forms a fragile bond between 
two lost souls. But as soon as the work is finished, her client 
disappears. Searching for him, she discovers his secret. The cloak 
holds his final hope to escape a hostile world of lights. Is it 
possible to reach the freedom of moonlight? Or is her client a 
lunatic, crazy enough to jump to his death for a fantasy? The 
seamstress finds no peace. She answers the call of her dream and 
sews a new cloak for herself.     

About the director:
Initially, Alexandra was a screenwriter and musician. She 

began creating music documentaries and experimental videos 
and overseeing projects as a script advisor. As the head of a 
media institution, she organised further education for film 
professionals. “Noctuidae” is her debut as a fictional director and 
producer.

Alexandra (Ali) Mauritz



International Competition 22 22

phlEGM

06:24 Mins  |  No Dialogue  |  Fantasy, Thriller, Comedy, Horror  |  Switzerland

Synopsis:
Oscar’s late. In the surrounding skyscrapers, hands are shaken 

and contracts are signed. That’s the last thing he needs right now. 
Where do these damned snails come from?     

About the director:
Jan-David was born and raised in a small village in the Swiss-

German speaking part of Switzerland. He dropped out of his 
German and English literature studies for film. He has a fondness 
for grotesque and absurd stories.

Jan-David Bolt



International Competition 23 22

thE scEnt OF DiAlOGuE

29:57 Mins  |  Drama  |  Persian, Swedish  |  Sweden

Synopsis:
Zahra is a 26-year-old Afghan woman, who arrived in Sweden 

with her husband. They separated six months ago, so she could 
follow her dreams and find herself. She wants to create a new life 
that she thinks is a long-awaited opportunity. Living alone feels 
great in the beginning, but she is exposed to some problems that 
she is not prepared for. She studies and simultaneously works as 
a helper in a home help center. Now, six months after the 
separation, she finally dares to tell her mother about the 
separation. (It is a big shame in Afghanistan that as a young 
woman you separate and live alone, almost as a taboo). The 
mother who recently had heart surgery gets angry and stops all 
contact with her daughter. In this film, Zahra fights to find a way 
where can keep both her freedom and her mother’s contact.     

About the director:
Fariba Haidari is a director from Piteå. The film is part of the 

Talent AC/BD project. She has set up The House of Art in Herat 
to train young people (especially girls) to make films.  A recurring 
theme in her work is the difficulty faced by women in 
Afghanistan’s recent political history.



International Competition 24 22

thE sOunD OF DREAMinG

28:45 Mins  |  Nepali  |  Drama  |  Nepal

Synopsis:
On her way to start a new life in Australia, Sonam remembers 

a trip she had with a ride-sharing motorcycle driver, Bikash, who 
had been having the same recurring dream as her. As Bikash and 
Sonam try to find each other again in Kathmandu, Bikash begins 
to use his lucid dreams to find her in the real world.     

About the director:
Kalani Gacon is an emerging filmmaker from the beautiful, 

small, misty town of Katoomba, Australia. He tells the stories of 
disappearing cultures, people’s dreams, and the frictions of life 
facing human beings in the changing world. He has worked 
across 4 continents in search of stories that touch the heart. He 
began his career working in TV and News at the Australian 
Broadcasting Corporation, which led him to work professionally 
in top productions including Disney and Marvel films. Kalani has 
spent the past 7 years living and working in Nepal as a social 
worker and filmmaker. He directed/produced “Bhukampa”, a 
hybrid documentary about the 2015 earthquakes in Nepal from 
the perspective of children. In 2019, he directed/produced 
“Journey to the Centre of the Heart ‘’, a feature documentary 
about outward and inward migration in Nepal. Kalani works 
intuitively with both established and non-actors to create 
authentic and powerful experiences in film.

Kalani Gacon



International Competition 25 22

tO VAncOuVER

24:00 Mins  |  Modern Greek (1453-)  |  Drama  |  Greece

Synopsis:
Two siblings. One spell. Wounded landscapes. And an 

inevitable departure. “To Vancouver” is a short chronicle of a 
disappearing act in the times of the new Depression.     

About the director:
Artemis Anastasiadou is a screenwriter and director from 

Thessaloniki, Greece. She studied Drama and Theatre Arts at the 
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki and Film Directing at the 
University of Texas at Austin. She has directed many award-
winning short films, most of them in the US and the English 
language. Her latest short film “I am Mackenzie” premiered and 
won the Best Film Award for Texas Shorts at SXSW2019, and the 
Best Female Filmmaker Award in Greece. The film was screened 
in more than 100 festivals internationally, (BFI, POFF Black 
Nights) and has found distribution on multiple digital platforms. Artemis Anastasiadou



International Competition 26 22

tRAMWAy

22:00 Mins  |  Polish  |  Fiction  |  Poland

Synopsis:
A tram leaves the depot in the morning. As a geography 

teacher in her mid-thirties takes her daily commute to work, an 
accidental meeting in the tram awakens long dormant desires.     

About the director:
Bartosz was born in Grudziądz, currently based in Warsaw. He 

is a graduate of the Film and TV Production Organization at the 
Polish National Film School, Lodz, and a graduate of Law from 
the Faculty of Law and Administration at the Nicolaus Copernicus 
University, Torun. He has been working in many departments to 
gain experience in the art of filmmaking. In 2015, he co-produced 
the Turkish-Polish short film “Unmade bed” by Eytan Speaker. 
This short film premiered at the 52nd International Antalya Film 
Festival. His directorial debut “The Stop” has been presented at 
many international film festivals, including Fajr International Film 
Festival, Filmfest Dresden, FEST - New Directors/New Film 
Festival, and CineFest Miskolc International Film Festival. The 
film has been awarded Cine Libre Award at the Cinemistica Film 
Festival in Spain. “Tramway” is his second authorial short film.

Bartosz Reetz



International Competition 27 22

usER zERO

15:51 Mins  |  English  |  Science, Drama  |  United States

Synopsis:
A reckless neuroscientist must save her patients from her 

invention before she loses her mind.     

About the director:
Ria Tobaccowala is an award-winning filmmaker from Chicago. 

Her latest short film, SHADOWS, was selected for the 2020 
Tribeca Film Festival. Her first short film, LIFE AFTER, was 
selected for several prestigious film festivals around the world. 
The film also won the best short fiction film at the Chicago South 
Asian Film Festival. She is developing a TV show called USER 
ZERO about technology and mental health, supported by the 
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. Before films, Ria worked at Google. 
With a passion for storytelling and technology, she led the 
development of social web experiences and innovations using 
Google products with content partners, such as The New York 
Times, ESPN, Fox, NBC, The Food Network, and Sony. Ria 
produced the 2015 YouTube interview with President Obama. 
She received her MFA in filmmaking from Tisch School of the 
Arts, MBA from NYU Stern School of Business, and BA in 
Economics from Harvard University.

Ria Tobaccowala



International Competition 28 22

WAll #4

07:54 Mins  |  Dutch, English  |  Comedy, Drama  |  Netherlands

Synopsis:
When a cinema audience starts mocking the film they’re 

watching, the events in the theater take an unexpected turn.     

About the director:
Lucas graduated in 2011 from the Netherlands Film Academy 

in Amsterdam. Since then, he made several award-winning Dutch 
short films like “Green”, “Glimp” and “Deadwood”. Then he went 
on to direct 50 episodes of the popular Dutch youth series 
“Spangles”. During the lockdown for the coronavirus in 2020, the 
shoot for Wall #4 was delayed and Lucas had the chance to make 
another short film “No Dog in Amsterdam”, which went viral on 
the internet and won the audience award at Shortcutz 
Amsterdam. His films often contain absurdist or fantastic 
elements, but always focus on real human dilemmas and 
emotions. Lucas Camps



Indian Competition 29 22
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JuRy

MANJU BOHRA SIDDHARTH SIVA

BABU SUBRAMANIAN

Indian Competition
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A BOx OF cuBAn ciGARs

21:39 Mins  |  Bengali, English, Hindi  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
The story highlights the plight of old age and is told through 

the relationship between two friends; Ramesh and Satish. 
Because of his IT job, Ramesh’s son moves to the US and cannot 
visit him in India. Satish suffers from cancer (hidden from Ramesh) 
and has recently lost his wife and son in a car accident. Satish is 
dealing with his misfortune by pretending to be a carefree and 
fun-loving person. The COVID pandemic adds a new dimension 
of uncertainty.

The two friends play chess and mostly talk about their past, 
present, hopes, and fears. Ramesh, the older one, is left-leaning, 
and Satish is mostly apolitical, leaning towards the centre-right. 
As the story unfolds, tempers fly, and Ramesh insults Satish 
unintentionally, triggering an unfortunate series of events.

    

About the director:
Soumadeep is an independent filmmaker. Producing his first 

film Urmi’s Cat, about the reality of fathers being perpetrators of 
child abuse, he realised the script he had written didn’t translate 
his vision. There began a new journey of making films. Soumadeep 
has an IT background and runs a software product company 
specialising in logistics. He lives in Bangalore with his wife, 
Mandira and daughter, Kyra. He has produced and directed 7 
short films since 2017. Few of his films have been selected for 
international festivals in Europe and India.

Soumadeep Sen



Indian Competition 32 22

A DAy unDER thE sky

26:13 Mins  |  Marathi  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Aditya, a sincere primary school student, decides to bunk 

school with three underprivileged classmates. As they explore 
the day wandering through the jungle, the events lead to the 
discovery of togetherness and Aditya’s understanding broadens 
beyond the textbook pages.     

About the director:
Pratik Girish Bhoyar studied a one-year course in Tv Direction 

at the Film & Tv institute of India, Pune. He worked as an assistant 
on short documentaries and corporate and advertising films. 
Pratik also worked as a freelance research assistant and editor in 
an advertising agency.

Pratik Girish Bhoyar



Indian Competition 33 22

A FAthER’s GiFt

20 Mins  |  Tamil  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
An Electrician, desperate to keep a promise he made to his 

son, commits an offence at a client’s house. The act pushes him 
into an uncomfortable confrontation where he must uphold his 
dignity or the promise made to his son.     

About the director:
Jagannath Radhakrishnan worked as an animation artist in 

Chennai, Mumbai and Bangalore for four years. He co-founded 
C.ment Studios in Bangalore and graduated to developing 
content for animation shorts and commercials while directing a 
few. In 2018, he founded Studio Chitrakoothu, a collective for 
independent artists for both animated and live-action films, in 
Chennai. Since then, he has written and directed multiple 
animated commercials and two live-action short films- Replay 
and Appavin Parisu. The yet-to-be released second short film, 
Appavin Parisu, has been officially selected in the best Asian film 
category in Spain Moving Images Festival, 2021 and in the 
international short film category in Nizhny Novgorod 
International Short Film Festival 2021, Russia.

Jagannath Radhakrishnan



Indian Competition 34 22

BAnAnA REpuBlic

08:40 Mins  |  Malayalam  |  Drama, Comedy, Satire  |  India

Synopsis:
A traditional family discovers the joy of having their daughter-

in-law convert to their faith. However, after meeting their son, 
the excitement is short-lived.     

About the director:
Anas Rashad, a native of Kozhikode, is a filmmaker, graphic 

designer, and founder/creative director of Earth Heart, a 
Bangalore-based product design company.

Anas Rashad



Indian Competition 35 22

BhAskAR BEchAin

29:59 Mins  |  Hindi  |  Drama, Action  |  India

Synopsis:
Shashikant Bhaskar is the head constable of the MG Road 

Police Station in South Mumbai. He joined the police force 
bearing just one dream in mind - that he would get to shoot the 
criminals with his gun. But like every middle-class Indian, he gets 
caught in the circle of life with his wife, kids and household. 
When the alarm bell of retirement starts ringing, he remembers 
his dream. Two months before his retirement, he decides to try 
and fulfil his desperate wish of firing a bullet.     

About the director:
Shadwal is an aspiring film director and writer with an 

experience of over 10 years in the Indian film industry. He has 
worked in the direction and editing departments of many Hindi 
commercial films like Tanu Weds Manu, D-Day, Force, Dum 
Maaro Dum and Nautanki Saala. Working in different capacities 
on different films has helped him better understand the medium. 
He wrote a short film Dhaaga, which was screened and awarded 
at many Indian and International film festivals. He was also the 
Associate Director of the acclaimed Marathi film Baba, released 
in August 2019.

Shadwal



Indian Competition 36 22

BORME

14 Mins  |    |  Drama, Adventure, Mystery  |  India

Synopsis:
Borme is the story of two siblings. The brother is notorious 

and the sister is silent. One day, the brother catches a fish and 
tells his sister to care for it, but the latter takes pity on the fish 
and leaves it in the river. Angry, the brother ties his sister to a 
tree on the river bank. After some time, a relative takes him home 
to watch TV and forgets about his sister. The next morning, his 
mother asks him about his sister. The brother rushes to the spot 
but can’t find his sister.     

About the director:
Tapen Natam is a film director and producer from Arunachal 

Pradesh. He started his career in filmmaking in 2017. He directed 
films like NEFA 1953, J2 and Frontier Village 1962.

Tapen Natam



Indian Competition 37 22

cyclE

19:46 Mins  |  Bengali, Hindi  |  Drama, Experimental, Crime Thriller  |  India

Synopsis:
Cycle is the story of a wronged young tribal woman, who turns 

into a rebel due to lack of systematic justice but struggles to fulfil 
all expectations the path to retribution demands.     

About the director:
Devashish Makhija has written and directed multiple award-

winning short films, ‘Taandav’, ‘El’ayichi’, ‘Agli Baar’ (And then 
they came for me),’Rahim Murge pe mat ro’ (Don’t cry for Rahim 
LeCock), ‘Absent’, ‘Happy’ and the full-length feature films, ‘Ajji’ 
and ‘Bhonsle’.

His short and feature films have competed at the international 
film festivals of Rotterdam, Gothenberg, Black Nights, Beaune, 
Busan, Glasgow, Tampere, MOMA, APSA, Barcelona, Singapore, 
amongst many others. He had a solo art show ‘Occupying Silence’ 
and had written Tulika’s bestselling children’s books ‘When Ali 
became Bajrangbali’ and ‘Why Paploo was perplexed’, a Harper-
Collins collection of short stories ‘Forgetting’, the Neev Literature 
Award winning novel ‘Oongaa’, and the forthcoming book of 
poems ‘Disengaged’.

Devashish Makhija



Indian Competition 38 22

DiDi

27:37 Mins  |  English, Hindi, Marathi  |  Satire, Comedy, Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
After a washroom cleaner is asked to play herself in a film, she 

simply follows the director’s orders and unknowingly questions 
the skewed portrayal of female empowerment.     

About the director:
Madhura Dalimbkar is a freelance writer, assistant director, 

and filmmaker with five years of experience. She holds a Master’s 
degree in Audio-Visual Production from the Symbiosis Institute 
of Media and Communication (2017). She is pursuing a master’s

degree in film direction at MET Film School, Berlin. Her 
dissertation film, Laal Vaali, won first place in a short film contest 
conducted by Pocket Films. She was invited to screen her film at 
the 14th Indian Film Festival in Stuttgart, Germany. The film won 
the best film and second-best director awards at the Pune Short 
Film Festival in 2018. She wrote and directed her second short 
film, By The Window, in 2020.

Madhura Dalimbkar



Indian Competition 39 22

ExchAnGE OFFER

29:59 Mins  |  Hindi  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
A complaint, registered to the manufacturing company, about 

a dead computer brings back nostalgia and surprises in the life of 
a retired school principal who leads a lonely, mundane life.     

About the director:
Saunak Mitra is an Indian Ad film and Feature film Director 

born in Jamshedpur and raised in the heterogeneous environment 
of Kolkata and Mumbai. He started his career in advertising after 
graduating in Science from Calcutta University. His passion and 
penchant for unconventional plots and depiction of exploring 
different storytelling genres is his strength. After a successful 
journey in advertising and numerous Television Commercials 
spanning two decades, his Directorial debut in the mainstream 
industry as a Writer, Director, and Producer with the Hindi Short 
Film ‘Exchange Offer’, is receiving accolades from all over the 
world. He is all set for his future productions, the full-length 
Hindi Feature Films ‘Behind the Scenes’, ‘Papdi Chaat’, ‘Runner’, 
Web Series titled ‘75’, Short Film ‘Kela’ and more.

Saunak Mitra



Indian Competition 40 22

GOshtA ARJunchi

12:30 Mins  |  Marathi  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Arjun, a boy in his early 20s, returns home late one evening, 

inebriated as always. Little does he know what surprise his 
mother has in store for him tonight!     

About the director:
Anupam Barve is a filmmaker and educator, working as an 

Associate Professor of Film Direction at FTII. The Ministry of 
Culture awarded him a scholarship for outstanding performing 
artist. He recently finished producing and directing a six-part 
series of films based on Mental Health - Goshta Aahe 
Pruthvimolachi.He produced and directed a well-received web 
series based on stories around sexuality and self-efficacy titled 
“Safe Journeys.” His previous work has received critical acclaim 
at film festivals worldwide, like the London Asian Film Festival, 
New York Indian Film Festival, and LUMS Film Festival, Lahore. 
His film “Fresh Suicide” was nominated for the Golden Palm Tree 
Award at IFFI. He won the Best Director award at the Smita Patil 
Film Festival for his movie, So What! Transitioning Positively.

Anupam Barve



Indian Competition 41 22

kiss

15 Mins  |  Hindi  |  Drama, Mystery, Sci-Fi  |  India

Synopsis:
At a preview theatre, a filmmaker waits in the hope of getting 

his sci-fi film certified with ‘no cuts’ by the conservative all-male 
jury of the Indian Censor Board. The jury finds a particular kissing 
scene in the film beyond the duration stipulated by official rules. 
As the men argue over the length of the kiss, the laws of physics 
start falling apart around them.     

About the director:
Varun Grover is a screen-writer (Masaan, Sacred Games), 

National Award-winning lyricist (Gangs of Wasseypur, Dum Laga 
Ke Haisha, Ankhon Dekhi), stand-up comedian, and short-fiction 
writer (short story collection Paper Chor and graphic novel Biksu) 
based in Mumbai. Kiss is his first film as a director.

Varun Grover



Indian Competition 42 22

kOpFkinO

16 Mins  |  English, Malayalam  |  Drama, Tragedy, Fiction  |  India

Synopsis:
Kopfkino was originally inspired by Kate Chopin’s “The Story 

of an Hour.” The movie narrates a woman’s journey and her 
reflections on life and freedom. It begins by depicting a young 
girl and her imaginary, surreal world. She represents a time loop 
of the main character’s present and past and her deep, real self, 
where hopes and dreams are still alive.

The woman is illustrated as a psychologically complex 
character awaiting her husband, who represents the system. The 
story takes an unexpected turn with his sudden death and the 
shock that it brings which, however, immediately transforms into 
a sense of freedom.When she walks out for her maiden voyage, 
her husband, who was supposed to be dead walks in. That was 
false news and he is all alive and breathing. The reality was too 
much for her to take, and she dies out of pain for her unachievable 
freedom.

About the director:
Veena Leela Bharati is a Kerala based filmmaker. She was 

trained in law and business from Switzerland but left her career 
and returned to India in 2018 to pursue filmmaking.”Koph-kino” 
is her first directorial venture. As a filmmaker she believes that 
some stories grow within oneself and it needs to be told loud in 
frames with light and sound. The story of an Hour by Kate Chopin 
has been breathing inside her ever since she read it. The impulse 
to narrate it through visuals is an attempt to engage and create a 
new and better world.

Veena Leela Bharati



Indian Competition 43 22

MAnAM

18:44 Mins  |  Tamil  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
This film is an emotional struggle between a father, working as 

a manual scavenger, and his son, who tags along with his friend 
to school.     

About the director:
Born and brought up in the district of Salem, Tamilnadu, 

Pravahan started his career as a cricketer but was later influenced 
by films and decided to work as an assistant director with Balaji 
Sakthivel (Vazhakku Yen 18/9’s Director). He worked with him 
for 2 years and then decided to make a short film called Manam.

Pravahan S



Indian Competition 44 22

MiDniGht sEcREts OF kAARA

07:38 Mins  |  Malayalam  |  Drama, Mystery  |  India

Synopsis:
The arrival of a mysterious priest results in the disappearance 

of the village’s inhabitants.     

About the director:
Tylerchhe is a film collective that works together to achieve a 

coherent method of visual storytelling. We seek to establish 
ourselves primarily as filmmakers and art practitioners.

Tylerchhe



Indian Competition 45 22

siDE MiRROR

26:50 Mins  |  English, Hindi, Marathi  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
The world has progressed so much yet we tend to ignore 

things happening around us. The society we live in is nothing but 
a mirror image of our own life.  ‘Side Mirror’ is a mirror that, 
without any presumptions, tells a tale of this society from an 
autorickshaw driver’s perspective. The characters in the film live 
ordinary, limited lives. Few are happy, few need to face plenty of 
problems, few expect success without actually working for it, few 
have perspectives limited to their only world and few, who can 
see the evil in the world yet they decide to turn a blind eye 
towards it.     

About the director:
Viraj Zunjarrao is a director and editor who is currently living 

in Mumbai, Maharashtra.  Viraj has worked in award winning 
films like “The Disciple” as a casting associate, “Court & Chakki” 
as an assistant. director, etc.  Viraj has passed a Certification in 
Course on “Non-Linear Editing” from Film & Television Institute 
of India, Pune (FTII).  Side Mirror is his 2nd independent short 
film as a director.

Viraj Jaywant Zunjarrao



Indian Competition 46 22

sistER

10:37 Mins  |  Hindi  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
The film explores the trauma and horror experienced by a 

nurse assigned to a COVID ward during a terrifying pandemic. 
The nurse, aka Sister, battles this deadly virus every day without 
emotional support to recoup. This ordeal has paralysed her 
mentally and emotionally. One particular death in the ward 
drastically alters her and she takes questionable steps. Are we 
still holding onto ethics, or has this pandemic left us dead?

About the director:
A cinema lover and a collector of slice-of-life stories, Arzoo 

wants to explore all forms of storytelling. He has been fortunate 
enough to assist and work closely with the best storytellers of 
Indian cinema, which helped him find his voice apart from all the 
technical learning of filmmaking.

Arzoo



Indian Competition 47 22

thE GOOD nEWs

10 Mins  |  Urdu  |  Drama, Realistic Fiction, Social  |  India

Synopsis:
Set against the conflict-driven valley of Kashmir, the lives of 

two friends tragically intertwine over conflict and identity. The 
short is based on the recent minority attacks in Kashmir, 
showcasing that terrorism has no face or religion.     

About the director:
Danish is a critically acclaimed film director whose work in 

drama has earned him recognition. A graduate of the University 
of California Los Angeles, he was born in Kashmir. He is an 
Electrical Engineer and holds the Writers’ Program certification 
in Screenwriting from UCLA. His first independent feature film 
Half Widow received recognition and rave reviews worldwide. 
His second feature film, The Illegal (2019), starring Academy-
winning ‘Life of Pi’ star Suraj Sharma, was nominated at the 
Austin Film Festival for ‘Best Feature in Narrative Section’ and 
won ‘The Jury Award’ at Mumbai International Film Festival. It’s 
now streaming on Amazon Prime Video. Danish hopes to inspire 
a new generation of Kashmiri filmmakers to practice their art to 
unite the conflicted region. He started his home production in 
Kashmir to revive cinema and encourage youth and local talent 
to pursue their dreams while presenting lost culture, music, and 
traditions to the world.

Danish Renzu



Indian Competition 48 22

thE hORsE FROM hEAVEn

15 Mins  |  Assamese  |  Fantasy, Comedy, Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Kuxhol is travelling to the city with Goti, the horse from 

heaven. Kuxhol tells the amazing story about their adventures to 
everyone he meets on his way. He claims Goti to be the fastest 
horse in the world. Everyone finds it bizarre in the beginning as 
they can see that Goti is not a horse but a donkey. Eventually, his 
audience starts believing in his tale and Heaven’s Horse.     

About the director:
Maharshi (Tuhin) Kashyap is a final year student at the Satyajit 

Ray Film and Television Institute (SRFTI), Kolkata, and a practising 
film-maker from Assam. He tries to understand how space and 
time create unique, humorous, and emotional experiences.

He has written screenplays for 3 feature length films: Boroxun-
Songs For Rains, Hero, and Bulu Film. His short films, Kaan Phus 
Phusot Phus Phusoni, won best student film at the International 
Moving Film Festival, Iran. His recent short film, Mur Ghurar 
Duronto Goti, has been screened at the Cineteca National 
Museum, Mexico, the Kolkata International Film Festival and 
others. His documentary film, Water, Water Everywhere, was 
screened at the Nagari Film Festival, the Urban Lens Film Festival, 
and others.

Maharshi Kashyap



Indian Competition 49 22

thE silEnt EchO

16:16 Mins  |  Nepali  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Four teenagers from a remote mountain village spend their 

days in an abandoned bus on a ridge, playing music. When a band 
competition is organized in a neighbouring town, they gather 
money and build courage to be a part of it.     

About the director:
Hailing from Calcutta, Suman is a writer, director, and 

producer. He has studied Business, Design & Communication, 
and is a decade old advertising professional. He co-founded 
Fickle Formula, a new-age Mumbai content studio specialising in 
media production. He has been directing and producing 
commercials and digital content for brands and occasionally 
teaches at prestigious universities on advertising and new media.

His debut short film, The Silent Echo, set in Mustang, Nepal, 
premiered at the Raindance Film Festival and won Best Short of 
the Festival, thereby qualifying for the Academy Awards. It was 
also screened at the Internationale Kurzfilmtage Winterthur, the 
HollyShorts Film Festival, etc. He is working on his second short, 
Pseudo, in Taiwan, which has received a production grant from 
the Government of Taichung.

Suman Sen



Indian Competition 50 22

thE WAy WE ARE

18:29 Mins  |  Hindi, Marathi  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
A husband rehearses things he wants to say to his wife. A wife 

recounts the things she’s never told her husband. But the things 
we can say to ourselves are often too difficult to communicate to 
others.     

About the director:
Nihit Bhave started his career as a film journalist and critic 

with the Times of India and Hindustan Times. His screenwriting 
credits include Anurag Kashyap’s film, Choked, and his upcoming 
sci-fi thriller Dobaaraa. Bhave has also co-written S2 of the 
Netflix series, Sacred Games. He makes his directorial debut with 
Phir Kabhi.

Nihit Bhave



Indian Competition 51 22

VAkEEl BABu

22:50 Mins  |  Hindi  |  Drama, Legal  |  India

Synopsis:
A young lawyer, distracted with chasing success through his 

digital video channel, is approached online by an anonymous 
female victim with a powerful abuser. Will he do justice to the 
challenge? The film traces the journey of Shiraz Hassan as he 
rediscovers his purpose in the justice system.     

About the director:
Sumit Purohit is a filmmaker, writer, editor and a visual artist 

from the hill town of Srinagar Garhwal, Uttarakhand. He 
graduated in Art History and Aesthetics from the Faculty of Fine 
Arts, MSU, Baroda. Sumit’s directorial debut was an experimental 
short documentary, I Woke Up One Morning & Found Myself 
Famous, widely screened in film festivals nationwide. As a self-
taught editor, he dabbled as a trailer/promo editor, working on 
various award-winning films. He recently wrote and edited Scam 
1992 : The Harshad Mehta Story, a critically acclaimed 10-part 
series based on the book by journalists Sucheta Dalal and 
Debashis Basu. In addition, he was the co-writer on the Hindi 
Film Bangistan, a black comedy, and Amazon Prime Video’s 
International Emmy nominated Indian original series Inside Edge. 
His debut feature documentary, Charlie Champion, is almost 
complete. Sumit is among the honourees selected for the BAFTA 
Breakthrough 2020-21.

Sumit Purohit



Indian Competition 52 22

WithOut yOu

16:43 Mins  |  Hindi  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Amitabh is forced to handle the last rites of his wife by himself 

when she unexpectedly passes away during the long Covid 
lockdown in India. Their grown-up children who live in far away 
cities are unable to visit till the travel restrictions are eased. Now, 
Amitabh is confronted with overwhelming emptiness and 
troubles with sleep. He and his wife had barely been apart since 
marriage. When even sleeping pills don’t do the job, Amitabh 
works out an extraordinary solution that risks being laughed at. 
The film focuses on the extreme isolation and loneliness many 
people faced during the Covid pandemic and forced lockdowns.     

About the director:
Shailendra Kumar Jha’s first film as a director is Tumhare Bina. 

He wrote and created the highly acclaimed Disney Hotstar series 
Grahan(2021). Before that, he had a two-and-a-half-decade 
career as a successful TV executive. He set up and led India’s only 
speed news channel Tez and managed the content functions of 
India’s top news channel Aaj Tak. Then, making his foray into the 
entertainment world, he held leadership positions at top 
entertainment channels like Star Plus, Star Bharat and Life Ok.

Shailendra Kumar Jha



Karnataka Competition 53 22
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Karnataka Competition 54 22
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Karnataka Competition 55 22

A DAy in FAll (PAthroDe)

28:55 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Parental expectations and competitive educational setups 

lead a kid to take some modest yet frightening paths. This story 
revolves around how such paths eventually cause a chaotic 
arrangement between the parents, parallelly narrated with 
gastronomic imposition.     

About the director:
Shreekara Bhat grew up in Udupi, Karnataka and moved to 

Bengaluru for higher studies post-graduation. He currently works 
in a private firm. During his graduation in Udupi, he interned in a 
local TV channel (Spandana). There he developed an interest in 
films and film editing, which led to a series of trial and errors in 
making short films. However, it was only after moving to 
Bengaluru and meeting like-minded people and being introduced 
to world cinema, that he realised the purpose of filmmaking and 
decided to take it up on a very serious note. His first short film 
“Confession of a Thief” was made as an experimental project in 
order to bring learnt materials into practice. ‘Donut’ is a similar 
second attempt in telling stories that revolve around us in our 
daily mundane routine. His main goal is to direct a feature film 
that narrates simple yet effective human stories.

Shreekara Bhat



Karnataka Competition 56 22

AA sAnJE

04:38 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
A story that every girl can relate to and every guy must be 

aware of.     

About the director:
Amulya Jayaprakash is an engineering graduate from VTU and 

belongs to Bangalore, Karnataka. She works as an RPA developer 
in an IT firm. She started indulging in theatre and short movies 
during college. Currently, she is exploring acting, writing and 
direction. Her hobbies include singing, dancing and drawing; with 
a Junior Qualified certification in Bharatanatyam. She recently 
received the Best Actress award at the 39th Inter-department 
drama competition held by BEL, Bangalore. With the experience 
of having acted in several short movies and plays, ‘Aa Sanje’ is her 
first short film as a Director, which is produced by White Board. 
She loves to help people and hopes to create awareness through 
films.

Amulya Jayaprakash



Karnataka Competition 57 22

AlEGAlu hEliDA kAthE

29:39 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
A tide of waves bring a lot of things to the shore. In this story, 

it however turns the life of a Cutler who wanders on a shore 
searching the trash from waves, to make ends meet. The tale 
unfolds with a Cutler’s promise made to his daughter; to bring 
her a pair of earphones for her online classes in the post-
pandemic era.     

About the director:
Raghu Raghava hails from Mangalore, Karnataka. He was 

enthused by the abundance of beauty in nature around him and 
that inspired him to take up art. He then ventured into various 
domains of art such as painting, theatre, cinema & amp and 
writing. All these elements combinedly helped him realise his 
ultimate goal of becoming a filmmaker. He is currently presenting 
his directorial short movie under the title “AlegaLu heLida Kathe”. Raghu Raghava



Karnataka Competition 58 22

clApBOARD

29:52 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Dark Comedy  |  India

Synopsis:
“Clapboard” offers a glimpse into the world of filmmaking, 

shining a light on the lives of its most unrecognised inhabitants - 
the assistant directors. An acclaimed film technician takes a walk 
down memory lane as part of a TV interview to commemorate 
the centennial anniversary of the Kannada Film Industry. Nothing 
is what it seems in this quirky, satirical, and illuminating take on 
the people behind the scenes addressing the chaos and the 
machinations that underline making a debut feature film.     

About the director:
Santhosh Vijaykumar is an engineer turned filmmaker based 

out of Bangalore. He completed his filmmaking course from 
Mindscreen Film Institute in Chennai. “Paranthu Sella Vaa”, a 
Tamil feature was his debut film as a Cinematographer. He has 
worked as an Associate Cinematographer in movies like 
U-Turn(Kannada), Brahman Naman(English) and On a 
Quest(English Documentary).

Santhosh Vijaykumar



Karnataka Competition 59 22

EnsO

29:18 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
This is the story of a father and his daughter trying to overcome 

a trauma caused by the unexpected loss of their loved one.     

About the director:
Megha is a graduate from RV College of Architecture and hails 

from Havanje, Udupi, Karnataka. She has previously created  
experimental short films with the limited resources she had and 
this is her first short film with a proper crew involved. She is 
currently working as a Graphic designer in Bangalore. She has 
worked with a few Kannada theatre groups (Kalavilasi, Samashti) 
and has done illustrations for Kannada magazines (Sudha, 
Ruthumana, Parijatha). She has also assisted in two Kannada 
feature films a few years ago.

Megha J Shetty



Karnataka Competition 60 22

hARi cAllinG

20:00 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
“Hari Calling” is a drama story between Hari and his parents. 

Hari moves to the US to pursue his Master’s degree and settles 
abroad. He eventually finds it difficult to move back to India due 
to his changed lifestyle. The story revolves around the impact of 
changing technology through which he stays in touch with his 
parents and the question of whether technology alone can be a 
means to human connections.     

About the director:
Srinidhi Bharadwaj is an independent filmmaker. An Engineer 

by profession, he performs as a theatre artist and has turned into 
a filmmaker by passion. His recent work, as a writer and director, 
“Hari Calling” (Kannada short film) has received recognition at 
various film festivals such as the Dada Saheb Phalke Film Festival, 
Kolhapur International Film Festival etc. Srinidhi Bharadwaj



Karnataka Competition 61 22

kAAlA

25:00 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Sundaram is a bank employee, fondly referred to as SMS - 

Slow Motion Sundaram, because of his congenital slow nature. 
He has voluntarily quit his job and tomorrow is his last day. An 
accidental meeting at his office brings back his college memories 
through Bharathi.  Bharathi was always called LLB - Love Letter 
Bharathi since she started writing love letters on behalf of her 
friends. Bharathi had written 2 love letters for Sundaram’s love 
interest. After 30 years, Bharathi is interested in those love 
letters. What happens next is the crux of the film.     

About the director:
Abhishek Shetty is a businessman by profession and a movie 

maker by passion. He is also a lyricist, writer and actor. His 
previous works include albums called “Sheershike” and “Love 
Bite”, lyrics for film and devotional songs titled “Premsagar” ‘and “ 
Tombattu Mahaganapati Charite” respectively, screenplay and 
dialogue for “Mounaraaga” etc. He has also participated in 
popular Kannada TV shows such as “Maja Talkies”, and “Sadha 
Nimmondhige” and has sung a self-composed song. Furthermore, 
he worked as an Assistant Director for the Kannada movie 
“Rangada Hudugaru”.

Vinay S



Karnataka Competition 62 22

lAst ORDER

09:18 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
A female food delivery partner’s journey just to support her 

family, the abuses she goes through, and other odds to make 
ends meet.     

About the director:
Prashanth Gowda is a 27-year-old B.E Graduate. He was 

trained in kuthu-p-pattarai, a theatre group in Chennai. He has 
worked in Kannada and Tamil industries as an assistant director. 
He has directed 3 short films. His Feature film is expected to be 
announced under Vijay Sethupathi productions.

Prashanth Gowda



Karnataka Competition 63 22

lAVishkA

18:02 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Lavishka, a bold, beautiful and unusual girl, meets her dearest 

friend Kanika, who is going through depression due to a recent 
breakup. The story turns upside down when Kanika’s boyfriend 
returns.     

About the director:
Rakshith Pinaki Janardhan (Screen Name: Pinaki Janardhan), is 

a Civil Engineer, who started making short films during college. 
He directed a couple of short films and post-graduation, pursue 
this as a career. He has worked in a couple of Kannada films as an 
Assistant / Associate Director. He also has worked in Digital Ads 
and TVC’S, as a first Assistant Director. His previous short film, 
named “Conscience of Vincent”, which he wrote and directed in 
2019, made it to the official selections list at six international 
short film festivals. Pinaki Janardhan



Karnataka Competition 64 22

liBERAtED

19:51 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
A family is getting ready for a marriage alliance. As the boy, 

Shekhara, is conventionally older, and the girl, Pushpa, is not 
physically appealing, their marriages have been delayed. 
Shekhara looks timid and Pushpa looks vivid at the event. Both 
families quickly agree on the alliance after getting their approval. 
As a twist, the groom’s family rejects the alliance a couple of days 
before the wedding without stating a reason. After being 
approached several times, Shekhara says he finds Pushpa’s legs 
frail. Furious, Pushpa’s mother Kamala decides to fight this 
instead of leaving everything to fate and moving on. She calls the 
groom’s family for a meeting, asking them to take back their 
words about her daughter’s legs. Shekhara is triggered by 
Kamala’s jagged terms and the fight goes out of control. 
Eventually, Kamala does a random act, which leaves everyone in 
shock.     Medini Kelamane

About the director:
Medini Kelamane is an actress and 2014 graduate from NDA, Delhi. She belongs to Heggodu, 

Karnataka. She has acted in different plays with the likes of Anuradha Kapoor, Abhilash Pillai, 
OvlyakuliKodzakuli etc. Post-graduation, she worked in experimental theatre projects, films, and 
advertisements, in Mumbai. She also has a masters in Clinical Psychology and works with psychodrama 
therapy; where theatre techniques are used therapeutically to deal with individuals with mental 
instability.  Additionally, she has directed a Kannada short film, ‘Daali’, with her brother. The film got 
different awards including the prestigious Toto Awards for Short Films in 2017. ‘Muktha’ (Liberated) is 
her second directorial. She has acted in three feature films -‘Naanu Ladies’ directed by Shailaja 
Padindala, ‘Pedro’ by Natesh Hegde and ‘Dobaara’ by Anurag Kashyap ’. Currently, she is acting in two 
Kannada features; ‘Pepe’ starring Vinay Rajkumar, directed by Shreelesh S. Nair and another movie 
that is yet to be announced.



Karnataka Competition 65 22

MAntis

13:25 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Drama, Crime  |  India

Synopsis:
“Mantis” is a zero-budget short film, which has an indie 

approach in terms of style and substance. It is a story about a 
man’s hope.     

About the director:
Amit Irappa hails from a small village near Belgaum, Karnataka. 

He’s a student of Physics at the Karnataka University Dharwad. 
He developed an interest in filmmaking during his high school 
days and has been making shorts et.al. since then. He is enthralled 
by the possibilities of cinema as an art form and as an approach 
to exploring the human condition.

Amit Irappa



Karnataka Competition 66 22

MEnARchE

24:46 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Menarche is a story set in the slums of Bengaluru. It’s a story 

about a young girl’s first menstrual period. Yasmin is responsible 
for her younger brother Faisal due to their parents’ death because 
of Covid-19. She works hard to care for her innocent brother, 
who has no idea what has happened to his parents. He is still 
yearning for his mother’s love.   One evening, Yasmin gets her 
first period without any knowledge or awareness. Looking at her 
situation, Faisal panics and desperately asks his neighbours for 
help. Despite the large neighbourhood, there was no one to help 
them. After much struggle, two transgender women come 
forward to help and educate them about menstruation.     

About the director:
Pruthvi Kunigal studied at Siddaganga Mutt in Tumkur, 

Karnataka. He started filmmaking in Kannada, in the year 2016. 
He has worked on several projects like KGF, Humble Politician 
Nograj, Base etc. This is his first Independent short film as a 
director. He has also completed his MBA from Christ University 
Bangalore.

Pruthvi Kunigal



Karnataka Competition 67 22

MRuGAyA VihAARA

16:17 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Crime , Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
This story transpires as a conversation between a retired cop, 

who is bedridden due to an accident, and the nurse treating him.     

About the director:
Krishna Herle belongs to Udupi, Karnataka; a land rich in 

culture. He is a theatre enthusiast, performing for several years, 
and a masters graduate in Commerce. He takes pride in being a 
staunch supporter of the works of Spielberg, Girish Kasaravalli 
and Kamal Hassan.

Krishna Herle



Karnataka Competition 68 22

nAMMAnE

25:49 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Nammane is a Kannada short movie which shows the 

difference between village and city life. It also shows the naivety 
of parents when kids are educated and talk back to their parents.     

About the director:
Sampath Kannanth is a Software engineer, working in 

Bengaluru. He is from Kundapura, Udupi. He is a theatre and 
Yakshagana artist, and nature photographer, and has directed 
many short films, of which “Nammane” has won many Awards.

Sampath Kannanth



Karnataka Competition 69 22

nARADhAMA

25:51 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Action, Thriller, Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Beaten by their own fate in life, two close friends enter a forest 

on their way to head home. This short film shows how an event 
turns things upside down and what follows leads to an end that 
viewers cannot see coming.     

About the director:
Lohith Jayanna is a passionate filmmaker who has worked on 

several hit projects in the Kannada Film Industry. His journey as a 
Director began in 2012 with short films and a telefilm. In 2017, 
he directed two much-admired cover music videos- ‘Kagadada 
Doniyali’ and ‘Bombe Helutaiyte’ in which Kannada Super Star 
Hatrick Hero Shivarajkumar did a special appearance. The latter 
music video was released by the famous audio company D 
BEATS. In 2020, he started working on a project ‘Naradhama’, a 
promising short movie. In 2021, ‘Naradhama’ won various 
nominations and awards from reputed International Film 
Festivals across the globe. He also received the Best Director 
awards at “MOKKHO International Film Awards, Tagore 
International Film Awards and others.

Lohith Jayanna



Karnataka Competition 70 22

OORA DEVARiGE hARikEyillA

09:13 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
“Oora Devarige Harakeyilla” is a short film about the beliefs, 

traditions, culture and lifestyle of rural people. It throws light on 
the extinction of traditions and culture in villages due to the 
migration of the younger generations from their villages to cities.     

About the director:
Abhishek Shetty is a businessman by profession and a movie 

maker by passion. He is also a lyricist, writer and actor. His 
previous works include albums called “Sheershike” and “Love 
Bite”, lyrics for film and devotional songs titled “Premsagar” ‘and “ 
Tombattu Mahaganapati Charite” respectively, screenplay and 
dialogue for the “Mounaraaga” etc. He has also participated in 
popular Kannada TV shows such as “Maja Talkies”, and “Sadha 
Nimmondhige” and has sung a self-composed song. Furthermore, 
he worked as an Assistant Director for the Kannada movie 
“Rangada Hudugaru”.

Abhishek Shetty



Karnataka Competition 71 22

puppEts

10:03 Mins  |  English, Kannada  |  Drama, Fiction  |  India

Synopsis:
Puppets is a dramatic tale between two characters - an artist 

and a salesgirl. The sales girl sells books for a living. She meets 
the artist at work one day. The story revolves around their 
conversation and how the artist gains an understanding of the 
world.     

About the director:
Abhishek G K has completed his diploma in cinematography 

from GFTI (2009), Banglore. He then worked as an Assistant or 
Associate Cinematographer under renowned personalities like 
Sathya Hegde, P Rajan, Ashok Kashyap, Manohar Josh, and I for 
various Kannada projects such as “Ambari”, “Simpallag Ondh 
Love Story”, “Gajakesari”, “Super”, “Raate”, “Kendasampige”. He 
started working as an independent cinematographer in 2015. He 
has since worked as a DOP in various movies like “Kinaare”, 
“Operation Alamelamma”, “Alidhu Ulidhavaru”, “Ananthu VS 
Nusrath”, “Mayabazaar”, “Gramayana” and “Krishna Talkies”.

Abhishek G Kasaragod



Karnataka Competition 72 22

QR

26:31 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
“QR” is a short film that emphasizes the aspect of technological 

misuse. It focuses on how, of late, people misuse technology, 
leading to a rise in crime rates. The film revolves around two 
bachelors, Deepak and Bharat, struggling to make ends meet. 
Since ancient times, man has succumbed to the evils of money-
making due to either greed or poverty and this story shows how 
the two men find a shortcut to make money. Due to their financial 
situation, scamming people becomes an easy way for them.     

About the director:
Balaji Sharma is from Bangalore, Karnataka. He is a playwright, 

screenwriter, lyricist, actor and folk artist. He has performed in 
several Kannada plays like “Malavikaagnimitra”, 
“Prameelarjuneeyam”, “Shudra”, “Tapasvi”, and “Devare 
Kapadbeku” etc. He even wrote and directed a play called “Cell 
Number Eleven”, which was awarded as the Best Script in an 
intra-college festival. He has performed a good number of shows 
in a folk dance called ‘”Beesu Kamsale” during college days and 
even acted in short films such as “Last Sip”, “Mugiyada Kathe”, 
and a short series titled “Anthyadarambha etc. He started his 
writing career by penning the lyrics of a short film called “Inthi 
Nimma Magalu Maadhuri”, which he also directed.

Balaji Sharma



Karnataka Competition 73 22

sOOlAGitti

28:57 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Social, Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
This short film is inspired by the real-life incidents of a midwife, 

namely Padma Shri Smt Soolagitti Narasamma. She performed 
more than 20,000 traditional deliveries, free of charge, during a 
service period spanning 70 years, in deprived regions of 
Karnataka, which had no medical facilities.     

About the director:
Pruthvi Sagar is an actor, writer and director who hails from 

Karnataka. He is an emerging Independent Filmmaker making his 
debut through this short film, ‘Soolagitti’. Pruthvi has also worked 
as an Associate Director for films such as ‘RE’ and ‘Matte 
Udbhava’.

Pruthvi Sagar



Karnataka Competition 74 22

thE sAlOn

12:51 Mins  |  English, Kannada, Panjabi  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Often, a haircut is not just a haircut. Women get haircuts for 

various reasons, maybe for a change of style, a noble cause, or 
sometimes it could simply be because of boredom. In ‘The Salon’, 
Nimmi, a middle-aged woman, starts a conversation with her 
hairstylist and works through her loss during it. Through the 
course of a haircut, this short film explores the conversations we 
have with others and with ourselves.     

About the director:
Nitya Misra is a young independent filmmaker with a 

background in commercial films. She worked as an assistant 
director to acclaimed ad film director Prakash Varma at Nirvana 
Films for over four years. She also worked as an assistant director 
to Susant Misra on a feature film production namely Josef - Born 
in Grace’. She has completed work on her first short film, ‘The 
Salon’, which is written and directed by her. It has been produced 
by UA Kathachitra.

Nitya Misra



Animation Competition 75 22
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Animation Competition 77 22

A cOcOnut tREE

08:12 Mins  |  No Dialogue  |  Drama, Fantasy  |  India

Synopsis:
A mother lovingly cares for a coconut seedling whose growth 

might have been stunted and whose exuberant growth of grasses 
would have hindered life. During an unanticipated circumstance 
in that mother’s life, nature comes to her assistance through that 
coconut tree.     

About the director:
Joshy was born in Calicut, Kerala, India. He studied at the 

College of Fine Arts Thrissur. Presently he is engaged in animation 
and pre-production work. He has created and published two 
graphic novels named ‘Pannimalath’ and ‘Koprachev’.

Joshy Benedict



Animation Competition 78 22

A littlE sOMEOnE

06:40 Mins  |  Telugu  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Chotu is a kid with oversized shoes, carrying them around in 

the hope of growing into them someday. The film A Little 
Someone shows the contrast between the dreams and reality of 
10 million Indian child labourers through the story of the 
protagonist Chotu.     

About the director:
Ramya is an independent Animation filmmaker from India, 

trying to tell stories of our country and its people. Experimentation 
has been the key element in all her works; as she learns the craft 
one film at a time.

Ramya Ankilla



Animation Competition 79 22

AnnAh lA JAVAnAisE

05:59 Mins  |  French, Indonesian  |  Drama, Biographical  |  Indonesia

Synopsis:
In 1893, a 13-year-old girl came to work for French painter 

Paul Gauguin as his maid and model. They called her Annah la 
Javanaise. This is a reimagining of her story.     

About the director:
Fatimah Tobing Rony is a writer, director, producer, and 

professor who works between Jakarta and Los Angeles. She is a 
two-time winner of the Directors Guild of America Student Film 
Awards and has been awarded a Rockefeller Media Arts 
Fellowship, Berlinale Talent Campus. CHANTS OF LOTUS (2008), 
was exhibited in Indonesia, and at film festivals around the world. 
Her short film, EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN (2000) is distributed 
by Frameline. ANNAH LA JAVANAISE was an Official Selection 
of the 2020 Annecy International Festival for Animated Film and 
won Best Short Film at Anifilm, Liberec, Czech Republic. Her 
feature film project, ANNAH LA JAVANAISE, won an international 
competition to present her work at the MIFA Feature Film Pitch, 
2021 Annecy International Festival for Animated Film. She 
received an MFA in Directing from UCLA’s School of Film, 
Theater, and Television, and earned a PhD in the History of Art 
from Yale University.

Fatimah Tobing Rony



Animation Competition 80 22

AutuMn lEAVEs

02:35 Mins  |  No Dialogue  |  Musical, Drama  |  Poland

Synopsis:
A short etude about intimacy and loss. The animation is 

synchronized with music, inspired by a piece of music of the same 
name performed by Joe Pass.     

About the director:
Wojciech was born in 1981 in Poland. He is an Art director, 

filmmaker, and animator with over 10 years of experience in 
concept design and creation. His first independent short “Paper 
World” was recognized by many international film & animation 
festivals. He is passionate about animation. He also writes 
stories, plays the guitar and composes music. Besides, the 
independent projects that he runs under the ArtWay brand he 
provides his best skills and knowledge to various clients from the 
film & game industry, working on such projects as - “Another Day 
of Life” film by Raul de la Fuente & Damian Nenow, “Karski and 
the Lords of Humanity” film by Sławomir Grünberg, “Call of 
Juarez: Gunslinger” PC/XBOX/PS game by Techland/Ubisoft, 
“Dead Island” PC/XBOX/PS game by Techland/Deepsilver and 
“Call of Juarez: Bound in Blood” PC/XBOX/PS game by Techland/
Ubisoft.

Wojciech Ostrycharz



Animation Competition 81 22

cAt AnD BiRD

07:32 Mins  |  No Dialogue  |  Comedy  |  Germany

Synopsis:
A white bird living in a black world encounters a black cat 

living in a white world. The moment they meet, their backgrounds 
literally collide.     

About the director:
Franka is an independent filmmaker. To create her films, she 

assumes the role of a scriptwriter, storyboard artist, art director, 
animator and director. Often she realises her visions through 
digitally drawn animation, but also uses analogue techniques to 
approach topics like interpersonal relationships and ambivalent 
feelings. Furthermore, Franka is animating young talents to 
animate through her sessions at international workshops and her 
lecturing positions at the Kunsthochschule Kassel and the 
Bauhaus-University, Weimar.

Franka Sachse



Animation Competition 82 22

c’Est lA ViE

12:51 Mins  |  Polish  |  Drama  |  Poland

Synopsis:
How to maintain a well-balanced life, how not to fall, when 

everything around is falling? How to progress when all solutions 
seem to be wrong? Which part should I play in the finest arts of 
all such as the art of life? Some of our everyday decisions may 
seem meaningless, whilst others affect us for years, occasionally 
putting our world upside down. The latest Ferajna Filmowa 
Kapok’s movie is a short story about the man who faces the most 
peculiar moment in the art of balance, the art of choice, and the 
art of life. C’est la vie!     

About the director:
Kapok is a group of friends from Bełchatów, a small town in 

central Poland, who are involved in amateurly creating animated 
films in the traditional stop-motion technique. The core of the 
group are four inhabitants of Bełchatów Jacek Olejnik, Rafał 
Sankiewicz, Wojciech Sankiewicz and Bartosz Terlicki, who 
decided to combine their diverse skills from different fields of 
artistic activity in 2009. Their first movie entitled “Pipeta” was 
released a year later. The next decade is the time of prolonged 
hard work on their latest short film “C’est la vie”.

Jacek Olejnik,  

Rafał Sankiewicz,  

Wojciech Sankiewicz,  

Bartosz Terlicki



Animation Competition 83 22

DAily BREAD

07:44 Mins  |  Spanish  |  Romance, Travel, Comedy  |  Spain

Synopsis:
An exchange student living in Madrid sets out to buy a loaf of 

bread but finds herself lost in translation while making 
unexpected connections on her journey.     

About the director:
Manuel Sirgo is a Spanish director, producer, animation artist, 

as well as an instructor at universities and audiovisual institutions. 
He is a member of the Spanish National Film Academy. In 1997, 
he founded the production company ‘12 Pinguinos Animation 
Studio’, through which he has won a multitude of film awards, 
including two Goya Awards. He received the Goya for Best 
Animated Short Film for Pollo in 2002 and for Cazatalentos in 
2019. He has collaborated with such prestigious companies as 
Hanna Barbera, Walt Disney, Warner Bros, TVE, and Cromosoma. 
His team at 12 Pinguinos is made up of more than 30 film industry 
professionals.

Manuel Sirgo



Animation Competition 84 22

DEAth AnD thE WinEMAkER

18:59 Mins  |  French  |  Drama, Romance, Fantasy  |  Switzerland

Synopsis:
A young winemaker devotes himself to creating the best wine 

in the world to win the hand of his beloved Mathilde, the 
daughter of his rich neighbour. He creates a wine so exquisite 
that even Death demands to taste it. As he learns the awful truth 
about Mathilde’s fate, he captures Death in a barrel, ignoring the 
consequences of the natural order of things.     

About the director:
Victor Jaquier was born in Lausanne (Switzerland) in 1982. 

Victor is a director and an illustrator. He studied cinema at the 
Beaux-Arts of Geneva. He likes to explore different techniques, 
including in his early short film Cronos and Rhea (2004), which 
mixes live-action and stop-motion animation. In 2007, he moved 
to Paris where he directed an episode for the Canal+ anthology, 
Sable Noir. His 20-minute live-action fantastic movie, The Black 
Lake, was released in 2011 and competed in many festivals 
around the world. Death and the Winemaker is his first project 
using hand-drawn animation.

Victor Jaquier



Animation Competition 85 22

De-De

04:50 Mins  |  Hindi  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
This story revolves around a transformative encounter 

between an arrogant car driver and a street urchin on the streets 
of Delhi.     

About the director:
Vivekananda grew up in New Delhi, India. After studying 

animation film design in 1996, at the country’s only design 
institute; the National Institute of Design, he went on to work in 
the Advertising film industry in Mumbai. He has worked on 
Sesame Street and Turner, which are television-based shows, and 
directed over 30 short films in two years. In 2007, he co-founded 
an animation production house named Rocket Science Animation 
in Delhi and has Animated, Directed and Co-Directed and about 
200 animated commercials in TV and digital media.

Vivekananda Roy Ghatak



Animation Competition 86 22

FOR MAhEsh

16:31 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Documentary, Animation, Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
A film about auto rickshaw wallahs, technologies and the 

tensions created in everyday Indian urban mobility.     

About the director:
Lucy is a research associate in urban mobility working on the 

PEAK project. This is an interdisciplinary endeavour involving a 
team of postdoctoral researchers working across China, India, 
Colombia, South Africa and the UK with the aim to explore urban 
futures and develop new ways of researching co-produced urban 
systems.

Lucy Baker



Animation Competition 87 22

FORtREss

12:54 Mins  |  Polish  |  Drama, War  |  Poland

Synopsis:
The story is set somewhere in the East under communist rule. 

The authorities declare a state of siege, manipulating inhabitants 
to find an enemy. A visually impaired old man becomes the 
commander of the defence. The city becomes a closed fortress. 
The inhabitants, united by the promise of victory, believe the 
propaganda and follow the absurd orders. Decline and 
degradation progress in the isolated city. The authorities decide 
to fire a cannon at the supposed enemy to emphasise the state of 
emergency. Although nothing is left of the city, everything 
remains under the authorities’ control. The fortress is consigned 
to history, but the demons of war remain.     

About the director:
Zalesky was born in Zamosc and studied in the Graphic 

Department of the Academy of Arts. Earned his Diploma in 
Animation Film Studio under professor Jerzy Kucia. He is an 
Illustrator, director of animated films, designer and graphic designer. 
After his studies, he worked as a builder in Austria. He contacted 
with Studio of Animated Films in Krakow and debuted a medium-
length animation for children, called “A’kuku. As a graphic designer, 
he collaborated with the British Council. He established an auctorial 
graphic, animation and multimedia studio. He made several 
animations and multimedia projects for the National Museum in 
Krakow. As an executive producer, he made an animated film 
Owadeusz. He produced advertising videos for various agencies in 
Warsaw. He collaborated with Ludowy Theatre in Krakow. He 
resigned from graphic activity in favour of artistic work. Now, he 
works on satirical cartoons, film and photography.

Zalesky’s Slawek Zalewski



Animation Competition 88 22

hocchey tA ki? (WhAt is hAPPening?)

02:50 Mins  |  Bengali  |  Comedy, Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
An old man is on a desperate quest to find something he has 

lost. In the process, he creates a mess that angers his wife but 
leads him to his lost object.     

About the director:
Sneha Das studied at Satyajit Ray Film and Television Institute, 

Kolkata, (2017-2020), and is pursuing her diploma in Animation 
Cinema there. She completed her bachelor’s from St. Xavier’s 
College, Kolkata, in Multimedia and Animation.

Monjima Mullick studied at Satyajit Ray Film and Television 
Institute, Kolkata, (2017-2020), and is pursuing her diploma in 
Animation Cinema there. She finished her bachelor’s from St. 
Xavier’s College, Kolkata, in Multimedia and Animation.

Sawanti Das studies at Satyajit Ray Film and Television 
Institute, Kolkata, and is pursuing her diploma in Animation 
Cinema there. She did her bachelors from Raja R. L. Khan 
Women’s College, Midnapur, in Computer Science.

Om Singh did her Bachelor’s degree in B.com from Delhi 
University. Later, she completed her 1-year diploma in film 
making from Bhartiya Vidya Bhavan, Delhi and she is pursuing 
her Post Graduation Diploma from Satyajit Ray Film & Television 
Institute, Kolkata.

Sneha Das, Monjima Mullick, 

Om Singh, Sawanti Das



Animation Competition 89 22

kAnDittunDu (seen it)

11:49 Mins  |  Malayalam  |  Drama, Fantasy  |  India

Synopsis:
The ever-vibrant Mr P. N. K Panicker has several shockers up 

his sleeve. He takes the viewer along a moonlit stroll and paints a 
quirky picture of his supernatural encounters.     

About the director:
Adithi Krishnadas is a recent undergraduate of the National 

Institute of Design, Ahmedabad, India. Since graduation, she has 
worked on developing a 2-D animated series at Vaibhav studios, 
Mumbai. She currently works as a 2D animator and pre-
production artist at Studio Eeksaurus, India.

Adithi Krishnadas



Animation Competition 90 22

MAnJADikAAlAM

07:21 Mins  |  Malayalam  |  Experimental, Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Manjadikaalam is a girl’s journey back into her childhood 

memories, to a time when she used to collect ‘Manjadi’, the red 
seeds. She carried happy seeds of memories but kept unpleasant 
ones concealed in old glass jars. Years of metamorphosis left 
feelings of grief and loss in her. What remains with her is not 
anger nor dejection but lots of questions to herself and the world.     

About the director:
Padmasree Murali is a storyteller, Animator, and Designer 

from Kerala, India. She completed post-graduation in Master of 
Design in Animation Design from IDC School of Design, IIT 
Bombay and graduated in 2021. Her works are inspired by the 
magic and beauty of how humans communicate and connect. 
She loves to tell stories from memories and those of children and 
women. Padmasree Murali



Animation Competition 91 22

MORA MORA

10:05 Mins  |  No Dialogue  |  Drama, Fantasy  |  Lithuania

Synopsis:
Little Mora is sinking into an endless sea. What looks like a 

little island appears to be a floating piano; her transitory salvation. 
Mora starts a journey through a dormant world by discovering 
she can conjure up the wind by pressing piano keys. Getting 
acquainted with its features and creatures, she looks for ways to 
bring it back to life.     

About the director:
Jurga Šeduikytė was born into a family of musicians. In 2005, 

she began her solo music career under the stage name Jurga. Her 
debut album, Aukso pieva includes twelve songs, most of them 
written by Jurga herself. Shortly after this, Jurga received many 
Lithuanian awards and won the MTV European Music Award for 
the Best Baltic Act.

In 2009, Jurga published a children’s book “Pasaka apie Slieką 
ir jo draugą Pašiauštą”. She worked as a composer on a number of 
films. In 2017 she won a Silver Crane award for the soundtrack of 
the short animated film “Running Lights” (dir. Gediminas Siaulys).

Jurga Šeduikytė



Animation Competition 92 22

My cROW DOn’t knOW tO Fish

05:20 Mins  |  English, Tamil  |  Melodrama  |  India

Synopsis:
A melodramatic animation film adaptation of Tchaikovsky’s 

Swan Lake based on a vague relationship between a crow and a 
man in a dystopian world.     

About the director:
Divakar Kuppan is from Chennai. He is an independent 

Animation Filmmaker. He has his post graduation from Master of 
Design in Animation & Film making from Industrial Design 
Centre, IIT Bombay. He has been awarded the HT City 30 Under 
30 Icon 2021, Silver Conch 2020 Winner and Bhimsain Emerging 
Talent 2019.

Divakar SK



Animation Competition 93 22

nADAm (sounD)

05:55 Mins  |  English  |  Musical, Fantasy  |  India

Synopsis:
Sound (Nadam) is an experiential introductory film for Indian 

Music Experience, India’s first permanent interactive museum of 
Indian Music. The story is of a young girl (Shruti) who wakes up 
disturbed and scared by the sounds of the night. Her mother 
comforts her and shows her every sound is a musical note. She 
then proceeds to take her daughter on a beautiful audio-visual 
journey, showcasing the diverse origins and the eclectic evolution 
of Indian Music.     

About the director:
Indrajit Nattoji is a Master of Design graduate from the NID, 

Ahmedabad, India, specializing in Film and Graphic Design. He is 
an award-winning director, writer, and producer and is running 
his own production house, Blink Pictures, for the last 22 years. 
He has directed and produced over 400 TVCs, designed several 
TV-Broadcast Brands, and written and directed a Bollywood 
feature film, Aagey Se Right. He conceptualized and created two 
large-scale film installations for the Indian Music Experience 
Museum. As an artist, Indrajit has created a hand-painted music 
video for Kavita Seth’s Rangi Saari and exhibited his paintings in 
art galleries in Kolkata and Mumbai. His latest release is AAFAT-
e-ISHQ, a Hindi feature film produced by Zee Studios for Zee5 
(OTT).

Indrajit Nattoji



Animation Competition 94 22

niGht

15:57 Mins  |  Arabic  |  Drama, Fantasy, Non-fiction  |  Palestine, State of

Synopsis:
The dust of war keeps eyes sleepless. Night brings peace and 

sleep to all the people in the broken town. Only the eyes of the 
missing child’s mother stay resilient. Night has to trick her into 
sleeping to save her soul.     

About the director:
Ahmad Saleh is a Palestinian/German writer and director. His 

first film, House, won second place in the German Short Film 
Award and his second film, AYNY, 2016 won an Academy Award. 
Recently, he finished his third short film, Night and is in the 
process of developing his first feature film.

Ahmad Saleh
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piEcE OF sOlituDE

09:10 Mins  |  No Dialogue  |  Drama |  Iran, Islamic Republic of

Synopsis:
A lonely amnesic man lives in his paternal home. He has a habit 

of filling empty books with his beloved tokens of the past. During 
an event, he remembers his childhood memories and a harmonica 
he lost. So, he starts to look for his lost harmonica.     

About the director:
Elaheh Ghomeishi was born in 1987 in Iran. She studied BA in 

Illustration and MA in Animation Directing at Tehran University 
of Art. She has experience in producing traditional and digital 2D 
animation and has been a graphic designer professionally for 
many years. She is interested in handicrafts, puppetry, mask 
making and painting. She is currently working as a Freelance 
designer, University Lecturer and Animation Researcher.

Elaheh Ghomeishi
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RED GAiA

12:50 Mins  |  English, Hebrew, Sanskrit, Tibetan  |  Sci-Fi, Drama, Philosophical  |  South Africa

Synopsis:
Alone on the dying red planet, among the ruins of human 

civilization, one last android desperately guards the last essences 
of life. In her pursuit of meaning, she finds her soul in balance.  
Red Gaia is a tone-poem meditation on life, death and rebirth, 
destruction and creation and the cycles of existence, drawing 
inspiration from the Bhagavad Gita, Dante’s Purgatorio, the 
Kabballah, the Tibetan Bardol Thodol as well as the legendary 
science fiction writer Isaac Asimov.     

About the director:
Udesh was born and raised in South Africa. Currently based in 

Los Angeles. He is passionately immersed in Design, Directing 
and Visual Effects.

Udesh Chetty
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REEnA ki kAhAni

09:30 Mins  |  Hindi  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Reena Ki Kahaani is a 9.5-minute animated film focusing on 

the horrors of human trafficking. Through the real-life story of 
Reena, her entrapment into the flesh trade and her subsequent 
rescue, this film highlights the vulnerabilities that facilitate such 
crimes. From false promises to the clever targeting of girls from 
weaker sections of society who dream of a brighter future, this 
film navigates through the many conniving ploys used by 
traffickers to prey on possible victims. On another level, this film 
is a story of survival showing how such situations can be detected 
and avoided; and how to identify such victims and oppressors 
whereby help can be provided.     

About the director:
Shreedhar BS, (a.k.a Shred), is the Director / Producer of ‘In Our 

World’, a documentary on Autism Spectrum Disorder. The 
documentary premiered at the 51st International Film Festival of 
India and was screened at International festivals like the South Asian 
International Film Festival, New York and Bollywood Festival, 
Norway. It’s been officially selected and scheduled for screening at 
Guangzhou International Documentary Film Festival (GZDOC) in 
China and 20th Dhaka International Film Festival. Shreedhar 
recently released a short animated film, Reena ki Kahaani on human 
trafficking, inspired by a true event. He has over 22 years of 
comprehensive experience in films, television/digital content, 
branding, and marketing. Winner of 43 National and International 
awards for creative excellence, he was the Director of Salt Studios 
Private Limited and Creative Director for the National Geographic 
Channel and Fox International Channels.

Shred Shreedhar
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Run tOtti Run

17:30 Mins  |  English  |  Family Drama  |  United States

Synopsis:
A young boy and his dog in the rice fields of Cambodia 

encounter an unmoving obstacle that will bring to light their love. 
The movie is an endearing love story between best friends.     

About the director:
Shad Bradbury has worked as an animator for 20 years at 

places like Pixar, Sony, Tippet, and Rhythm and Hues. He has 
worked on acclaimed films such as Coco, Inside Out, And Hotel 
Transylvania. He has since moved into directing and is releasing 
his first short film, Run Totti Run.

Shad Lee Bradbury
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sAint AnDROiD

06:10 Mins  |  English  |  Sci-Fi, Drama  |  Germany

Synopsis:
It is the future. Norman’s wife is dying. In these final moments, 

he calls for guidance - but it is not what he asked for.     

About the director:
Lukas Von Berg was born in north-west Germany in 1990. He 

was an altar boy in his hometown community, St. George for 
eleven years. He studied design with a main focus on illustration, 
in Muenster, and continued studying animation at the 
Filmakademie Baden-Wurttemberg in 2015. In 2019, he took 
part in the 6 week Lucerne Masterclass for advanced Animation 
(LuMAA) in Switzerland. Since his graduation from Filmakademie 
Baden-Wurttemberg 2021, he has worked in the German 
Animation industry.

Lukas Von Berg
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spiRit OF thE FOREst

06:52 Mins  |  English, Kannada  |  Youth, Environment, Fantasy  |  India

Synopsis:
A little girl stumbles into a sacred grove near her village in 

south India. She disturbs the forest spirit, who takes her on an 
adventure to illuminate the origins of this ancient swampland.     

About the director:
Based in Paris, Nandini Rao trained at Oxford School of Drama 

and  studied at University of Nottingham. She won  CANNES 
FILMS residency program, organised by Vivendi, Canal+ and the 
University d’Azur that nurtures next generation screenwriters. 
Based in Bangalore, Nirupa Rao is a botanical artist. She has 
illustrated books on native flora of South India’s rainforests. She 
was the 2022 artist-in-residence at Harvard University’s 
Dumbarton Oaks Research Centre; included in Kew Botanical 
Garden’s Indian Botanical Art; featured in the BBC documentary 
Nature and USA’s History Through Art. She was awarded the 
National Geographic Storytelling Fellowship to create the film 
Spirit of the Forest.  Based in Sydney, Kalp Sanghvi  is an 
animation filmmaker, who graduated from the Indian National 
Institute of Design. He has worked on projects for clients that 
include Penguin, Amazon, Sony Entertainment, Animal Planet 
and the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra. He has written and 
co-directed the acclaimed animated short WADE.

Nandini Rao, Nirupa Rao,  

Kalp Sanghvi
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stEAkhOusE

09:30 Mins  |  Slovenian  |  Drama  |  Slovenia

Synopsis:
The steak has been marinating for a few days now. The pan is 

heated. Franc’s stomach is rumbling. But Liza’s co-workers 
surprise her with a birthday party. Will she be home on time?     

About the director:
Špela Čadež has been working as an independent animation 

director and producer since 2008. Interested mainly in hands-on 
analogue traditional animation, her films have received more 
than 100 awards worldwide. BOLES (2013), a short puppet 
animation, received a Grand Prix at DOK Leipzig, Golden Spike at 
the Valladolid Festival and was a Nominee for the Cartoon. Also, 
the multiplane cut-out animation NIGHTHAWK (2016) was 
awarded main prizes at HAFF Festival Holland and Animafest 
Zagreb, was screened in selections at festivals such as Clermont 
Ferrand, Annecy and Sundance. Špela Čadež is a member of the 
American Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

Špela Čadež
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thE AWAkEninG OF thE insEcts

14:09 Mins  |  Mandarin Chinese  |  Drama  |  France

Synopsis:
Mr Lam is an old gentleman who has lost his memory since the 

death of his wife. On March 5, the day of “the awakening of the 
hibernating insects”, he receives an unexpected visit from old Ms 
Meng. This Taoist exorcist is determined to chase the demons 
lodged in the head of the old man.     

About the director:
In 2002, Francois and Stephanie travelled to Asia for the first 

time. They loved the atmosphere so much that they decided to 
work together on their first film “Goodbye Mister Chu˜ which 
talks about Vietnamese traditions and the Lost Soul’s Festival. In 
2009, they released “Mei Lingâ” a fantasy film which takes place 
behind closed doors in a Hong Kong apartment. Three other 
shorts about Vietnam then followed: “Red River, Sông Hông” 
(2012), a social chronicle set in Hanoi, “Cold Coffee” (2015), an 
intimate and nerve-racking movie on Saigon dark side, and 
“Cadavre exquis”(2018), a visual, olfactive and acoustic walk 
through the wanderings of a one-eyed dog in Hanoi’s alleys. “The 
awakening of the insects” is their sixth short film. Since 2002, 
they share their time between Paris, Hanoi and Saigon.

Stephanie Lansaque,  
Francois Leroy
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thE cAVE

10:02 Mins  |  Korean  |  Drama  |  Korea, Republic of

Synopsis:
The boy longs for his father’s affection, but his father is only 

interested in fishing. One day, his father dies of an illness. The 
boy’s sense of loss turns into an obsession with his father’s 
belongings. In an imaginary cave, he curses his father’s relatives, 
who took his bike and fishing rods and he succeeds in taking 
revenge. But the curse begins to eat up the boy’s soul. The 
director’s childhood memories with his father inspire this story.     

About the director:
Jinman Kim was born in 1975 in the Republic of Korea. He is 

The Director of HUMUHUMU Studio. He received a Master’s 
degree in Imaging Science, Multimedia & Film from Chung-Ang 
University in 2009. He graduated from the Department of 
Sculpture and Department of Visual Communication Design of 
Hong Ik University in 2003. Jiyoung Chon was born in Daejeon, 
South Korea in 1980 and Graduated from Ewha Womans 
University of English Language & Literature in 2003. She is 
working at HUMUHUMU stop-motion studio as a director.

Jinman Kim

Jiyoung Chon
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thE sistinE

08:13 Mins  |  No Dialogue  |  Coming-of-age story  |  Colombia

Synopsis:
Vincho, a street dweller, spends his time recycling and 

classifying waste produced in the city to transform it into the 
source of his creations. Under a bridge, he works in his 
masterpiece: The Sistine.     

About the director:
Juan is an Animator in analog and digital techniques, with an 

experimental emphasis on stop motion. He is also a creative 
director of LaPájarapinta Animation Studio. He is a  Graphic 
Designer from the National University of Colombia. He has been 
an animation director for short films, documentary projects, 
video clips and television series. He is also the Director of the 
animated short film “La Sistina”, a winner of the Cinematographic 
Development Fund. He also works as a Professor at the Jorge 
Tadeo Lozano University in the Animation Production career for 
analogous areas (2D and 3D).

Juan Camilo Fonnegra
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thE spRAyER

10:00 Mins  |  No Dialogue  |  Sci Fi-War  |  Iran, Islamic Republic of

Synopsis:
In the land occupied by the Sprayers’ army, no one has the 

right to grow any kind of plants, either in public or private. So 
many people and soldiers do not know what a plant grows or 
looks like until one day, one of the soldiers finds a seed buried in 
the dust. His curiosity is just the beginning of something 
extraordinary, something big and something revolutionary.     

About the director:
Farnoosh Abedi was born in 1985 in Isfahan/ Iran. He has 

made more than 20 short animated films and TV series, 
documentaries and one Feature Animation. His films were 
presented and screened in more than 200 domestic and 
international film festivals.

Farnoosh Abedi
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thERE is nOthinG nicE DEEp Within

07:35 Mins  |  No Dialogue  |  Coming-of-age story  |  Hungary

Synopsis:
A girl’s repressed feelings burst to the surface like devastating 

fire, destroying reality and forcing her to flee to a subconscious 
world where she has to face her demons.     

About the director:
Fiorella Spitzer is an animation artist and director from 

Budapest, Hungary. Her first graduation short film Bardo was 
internationally recognized at several film festivals, which led her 
to continue pursuing her career as a director. She created and 
took part in a handful of projects that range from animating 
Hungarian music videos to being a storyboard artist for 
commercials and live-action short films.

Fiorella Spitzer
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yAllAh!

07:03 Mins  |  No Dialogue  |  Comedy  |  France

Synopsis:
The story is set in Beirut, in 1982. As Nicolas prepares to flee 

his hometown, torn apart by an endless civil war, he crosses 
paths with Naji, a reckless teenager determined to go to the 
swimming pool. In trying to protect the young man, Nicolas finds 
himself pulled into a surreal race against war, all for the mere 
freedom of going to swim.     

About the director:
Nayla Nassar, Edouard Pitula, Renaud de Saint Albin, Cécile 

Adant, Anaïs Sassatelli and Candice Behague have graduated 
from the Rubika School (Valenciennes, France) with a master’s 
degree in Digital Direction. In 2021, they co-directed the short 
film “Yallah!”.

Nayla Nassar,  
Edouard Pitula,  
Renaud de Saint Albin,  
Cécile Adant,  
Anaïs Sassatelli,  
Candice Behague
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AnticlOckWisE

13:41 Mins | Marathi | Drama, Fantasy | India

Synopsis:
Anticlockwise is the story of an aging man whose life changes 

after he finds a trick to live longer. It revolves around his fear of 
death during the pandemic and his struggle to overcome it. What 
is his life-saving trick? Will it indeed increase his time and defy 
the rules of time?   

About the director:
Ritika Shrotri is an aspiring writer & director who has primarily 

directed plays. She has received the Best Director award at 
Thespo Festival for a live digital play in 2020. She has worked as 
an actor in films like Meenakshi Sundareshwar and around 8 
marathi films.

Ritika Atul Shrotri
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AyEshA

10:00 Mins | English, Hindi | Drama | India

Synopsis:
Ayesha, an independent gay woman struggling to lead a 

normal life in a homophobic society, takes a stand for herself 
against her regressive brother. Inspired by true events, Ayesha is 
an ode to every homosexual fighting against all odds merely to 
breathe.   

About the director:
Director Shriya Rana grew up in Himachal Pradesh, India and 

moved to LA in 2017 to study filmmaking. She graduated in 
filmmaking from NYFA and then studied directing at UCLA-Ex. 
Shriya has several film and TV credits, some of which are on 
IMDb and others are uncredited. In 2020, she directed the short 
drama film Ayesha as her thesis film. After her graduation, she 
started working as a Production Coordinator with CBS 
Interactive, Beverly Hills. Her main career goal is to direct a 
feature film for a major production company.

Shriya Rana
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chAkli-circle oF liFe

28:15 Mins | English, Kannada | Comedy, Drama | India

Synopsis:
A family’s weekend getaway turns chaotic when friends join 

them with a plan to break free.   

About the director:
Shristi hails from Bangalore, India. Born into a family of 

doctors, she studied Medicine and completed Post graduation in 
Cardiology. She currently practises part time in a family run 
hospital at Bangalore. Immensely passionate about making 
movies, she worked for several months under a friend, who is a 
Film director in South India. She made her debut short film Chakli. 
Her dream is to make feature films and establish Bangalore as the 
centre of movie hub of Indian Film industry.

Shristi Rangaswamy
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chAnD sAAnse (A FeW breAths)

19:56 Mins | Hindi | Drama | India

Synopsis:
When one lives safely in the confines of four walls, one doesn’t 

question many things. Men take women for granted and women 
accept it as either fate or social norm. But when one is placed in 
an unfamiliar world and comes across new people and 
circumstances, sometimes something stirs them up. Nayan, a 
wife, a mother and a daughter-in-law, is in the hospital waiting 
room where her father-in-law is admitted. Her husband has no 
time to be in the hospital with her. In the room, she sees others 
suffering. It looks the waiting room is meant to wait for death. 
There she meets Shabana whose words stay with her. She meets 
an old man who has just lost his wife but is unaware of it. He talks 
about her as if she is still alive. That makes Nayan ponder about 
life and death.   

About the director:
Pratima Joshi has 25 years of experience in films and theatre. 

She has directed a Marathi Feature Film named “Aamhi Doghi” 
which was selected in IFFI, made her win special jury award in 
AIFF and screened in NCPA ‘s Fresh Pix Festival and many other 
festivals.She has acted in Marathi plays and films with well known 
directors. She has directed “Garja Maharashtra”, a marathi TV 
show on Sony marathi. She was honoured with a State Award for 
Best Actress in a Marathi play “Doctor Tumhi Sudhha” and three 
state awards for Best Costumes in marathi plays.

Pratima Joshi
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DEAD EnD

04:19 Mins | Kannada | Drama | India

Synopsis:
Suhas is frustrated with his life. Nothing seems to be working 

in his favour. Does this mean he has reached a dead end?   

About the director:
Trupti Kulkarni is a Bangalore based actor, writer and filmmaker 

who has been a part of several advertisements, corporate films, 
short films and Kannada movies. Her debut short called 
“Hejjegalu” was a unique experiment in storytelling that was well 
received and got recognition at many film festivals.

Trupti Kulkarni
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khOOBsEERAt

05:21 Mins  |  No Dialogue  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Behind every mask, there is a face and behind every face, 

there is a story.   

About the director:
Arwa is a young girl from a city named Burhanpur who went to 

Mumbai to pursue her dreams. Bringing change and creating 
awareness with her short films that are thought provoking are all 
she wants. Being known by her creativity and films is what she 
seeks. A growing young director & writer whose short films 
recently got nominated at various film festivals because of her 
unique approach and ideas.

Arwa Katolwala
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kuMu

19:12 Mins | Assamese | Drama | India

Synopsis:
Kumu, or the song of a wingless bird, is set against the 

backdrop of the lush tea estates of Assam. The film explores the 
life of a 12-year-old Adivasi girl who had to abandon her school 
and carefree life due to familial circumstances. Disturbed by 
regular conflicts between her drunkard father and hard-working 
mother and burdened with the responsibility of looking after her 
younger sister, Kumu becomes withdrawn. With her little sister 
on her lap, she walks through the lanes of the green tea garden 
under the blue sky and attempts to escape her harsh reality. 
Through Kumu’s journey, the film focuses on the lives of Adivasi 
children in the tea gardens of Assam who are deprived of their 
childhood.   

About the director:
An alumnus of Mumbai University, Akanshya Bhagabati has 

worked as an Assistant Director for the documentary “The 
Children of God” , directed by Parthajit Baruah. She was also 
selected for an internationally recognized course on ‘Film 
Criticism - Long Written Forms Film Analysis , Essay and Review’ 
under Asian Cinema Education project created by Five Flavours 
Asian Film Festival in cooperation with Udine Far East Film 
Festival, Camera Japan Festival and the Helsinki Cine Asia 
festival.

Akanshya Bhagabati
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My hEARt is An OcEAn

21:50 Mins | Gujarati, Hindi, Marathi | Drama, Adventure | India

Synopsis:
As the water routinely recedes the reclaimed shore of Mumbai, 

three children living on its shore in a small fishing ghetto come 
out to play on this temporary playground. On lucky days, when 
herons are spotted hovering over the sea, one can catch fish in 
shallow waters. On one such evening after catching fish, Chirag 
declares that he wants to take all the fish home to build the 
biggest aquarium. This leads to a fight among playmates. In the 
following days, the three friends try to keep their fish alive to 
prove they deserve to take the fish home too. But Chirag, with 
his dream to make the biggest aquarium, finds a way.   

About the director:
Tanvi is trained as a journalist and a social worker. She recently 

realised that films are how she wants to communicate with the 
world. Tanvi is interested in the intersection of reality and fiction 
and believes that is where the magic happens. “My heart is an 
ocean” is her first film and she is writing her second, which she 
hopes will get people to see the unseen experiences of life. She is 
interested in stories about childhood and how it shapes us. Going 
forward, she wishes to make it easier for women from the margins 
to enter films and tell their stories.

Tanvi Jadwani
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ProbAho (the FloW oF liFe)

14:14 Mins | Bengali | Drama | India

Synopsis:
The Pandemic is over. Mrinmoyi, a 75-year-old lady, has lost 

her son and husband to the dreaded pandemic and is alone. 
Living through this unprecedented crisis, she has seen many 
near, and dear ones die. However, even after this phase of 
tremendous turmoil, Mrinmoyi wants to start afresh and explore 
life. The pandemic has taught her to look at life differently. She 
slowly walks ahead and returns the charms of a life she thought 
she had lost.   

About the director:
Promita Bhowmik was born and brought up in Kolkata,India. 

She holds a Ph.D in Arts from Jadavpur University. She is an 
award winning Bengali filmmaker, poet and writer. She has 
directed one short documentary film named ̃ Illumination”, which 
gained official selection in First-Time Filmmakers Sessions 2020 
and was a finalist in Lift-Off Global Network Sessions 
2020,United Kingdom. She has directed one poetry film named 
‘Apeksha-The Waiting’, which has been officially selected in 
various International film festivals. Her short film ‘Porichoy’ (The 
Identity) has been awarded and officially selected in several 
International and national film festivals. Her new venture is a 
short film named ‘Probaho’ (The flow of life).

Promita Bhowmik
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punARBhAVA

20:29 Mins | Kannada | Family, Drama | India

Synopsis:
It is believed that end of one journey is the beginning of the 

other. Here is Ankita’s journey to embrace the purest form of 
relationship by defying all social norms. A journey where her 
mantra is ‘practice what you preach before teaching’. Will her 
choice be respected?   

About the director:
We are three aspiring filmmakers, who come from various 

educational backgrounds yet share a common passion towards 
the art of Cinema. We met during a script writing course which 
we took up at Tent Cinema, an institute run by Shri. Nagathihalli 
Chandrashekar; a well known Writer and Director in Kannada 
film industry. We gained the opportunity to be part of filming of 
various short movies at the Institute and to gain practical 
knowledge. What started out as an attempt at writing grew 
further and we are now ready with our first short movie script. 
We have poured our hearts and souls into this venture. Our 
educational and career background have helped us to carry out 
different roles and responsibilities throughout the process of 
movie making.

Nandini Vinod Keshav, Navy-

ashree R, Rashmi Alva
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RAAVi

14:15 Mins | Panjabi | Drama | India

Synopsis:
Fear and insecurity plague the mind of 73-year-old Raavi as 

she finds herself trapped in her own home. While she wallows in 
her confinement, some memories float from a distant past and 
find release. The past and present fuse seamlessly, and suffering 
acquires a new meaning.   

About the director:
Jasmine Kaur Roy is a two time National Award winning 

filmmaker, who produces and directs short films and 
documentaries under her banner Wanderlust Films. An alumna 
of Film & Television Institute of India, some of her films have 
been screened at prestigious international festivals including 
Clermont-Ferrand, International Film Festival of India (IFFI) and 
International Documentary & Short Film Festival of Kerala 
(IDSFFK). She has also been on the juries of IFFI as well as the 
National Film Awards in India. She was selected as a participant 
director at Berlinale Talents 2015; the talent development 
program of Berlin International Film Festival. Her notable films 
are “Amoli” (66th National Film Award 2018), ‘Saanjh’ (The Dusk) 
(52nd National Film Award 2004) and ‘Scavenging Dreams’.

Jasmine Kaur Roy
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shADes oF (bAby) Pink - 30 min

30:00 Mins | Telugu | Drama | India

Synopsis:
This story has two parallel threads; the emotional journey of a 

5 year old child and his ability to question when elders try to 
divert his emotions. In most Asian households, parents leave 
their children with grandparents and migrate to western 
countries for better career prospects and living. The emotional 
stress, primarily related to the child, shown from the parents and 
grandparents’ perspectives is reflected in the movie. The story 
also depicts how the child effectively uses the advice, ideas, and 
the distraction techniques used on his grandparents to convince 
them. For most problems, a child will figure out solutions 
creatively although they are unnoticed or dismissed as fun by 
adults.   

About the director:
Neelima Gudavalli is an independent filmmaker, who is slowly 

venturing into becoming a full-time filmmaker. This is her first 
project after a long wait of pursuing this passion. She has studied 
script writing from New York Film Academy. She is currently 
shifting her career focus from product manager (Microsoft) to 
film making after 15 years of spending her time in IT. Neelima’ s 
ambition is to continue to make films . Her favourite genre is 
Drama. She is highly interested in exploring human emotions 
from various perspectives. She strongly believes that It is never 
too late to pursue one’s dreams.

Neelima Gudavalli
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shOEBitE

04:40 Mins | No Dialogue | Drama | India

Synopsis:
A regular visit to the temple turns into a life-affirming journey 

for a man when his footwear gets stolen.   

About the director:
Anupama Sirsalewala, works as a copywriter with one of the 

leading ad agencies of India. She learnt filmmaking by watching a 
lot of world cinema and online tutorials and started writing, 
directing and producing her own stories. Having watched 
Godfather more than 20 times, she wants to make a film that 
remains eternal.

Anupama Sirsalewala
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sOulMAtEs

13:31 Mins | Hindi | Drama, Thriller | India

Synopsis:
Soulmates is a short narrative fiction film that centres around 

the relationship of Reyansh and Anaisha, a newly married couple 
who suddenly find themselves at crossroads on a chilly winter 
night. What happened to them? Where did their love go? Did the 
rigid patriarchal value embedded in their families make their love 
disappear? Find out in this darkly twisted thriller where a quarrel 
becomes a nightmare.   

About the director:
Manya Gadhok, is a young and enthusiastic filmmaker based 

in New York. Her background includes MFA in Filmmaking from 
Syracuse University, and practical experience in numerous film 
projects and well known Indian Web series. This has aided her to 
develop strong mental imagery so as to about is redundant 
diverse concepts or themes, and to possess sensitivity to nuances 
and attain and be able to present a refined visual culture. Having 
received laud and appraisal from her mentors, her first short film, 
titled “Soulmates”, is now presented.

Manya Gadhok
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suRyA

26:00 Mins | English, Kannada | Romance, Drama, Suspense | India

Synopsis:
A Kannada original short film that follows Surya, the 

protagonist, who is living through the best and worst days of his 
life.   

About the director:
Kshitija is a student of film and learns from the artform every 

time she watches any film; she believes it’s one of the greatest 
mediums for storytelling. After doing her PG Diploma in Film and 
Television Studies from St. Xaviers’ College, Mumbai, she worked 
as a creative producer for TV shows and print media and asa 
content creator for a start-up in Bangalore. She took a year off 
from work to do some travelling and soul searching. It was on this 
journey that she realised she wanted to bring to screen stories 
about human emotions, psyche, and complex human 
relationships with each other and the world. Kshitija Jayanth
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sWARnA

29:19 Mins | Telugu | Drama, Tragedy | India

Synopsis:
Swarna is a story based in a rural South Indian village and revolves 

around the family of Ramesh, a convicted rapist who is sentenced to life 
imprisonment. It shows how the family deals with being ostracized in 
addition to COVID 19’s isolation that forces them to confront their 
shame and trauma. The father is ashamed, the mother is in denial, and 
the wife has despairingly accepted the evil side of her husband. An 
unexpected call is received informing the family that Ramesh contracted 
COVID and has passed away. The story expands on the family’s 
mourning as they could not visit him in his last moments due to 
lockdown. The helpless wife confesses to her in-laws that she was also 
a victim who was raped by Ramesh in school and later was forced to 
marry him due to the shame her father faced.   

About the director:
As a filmmaker, Anusha believes that one needs to experience 

different aspects of life in order to be able to develop stories that 
engage viewers both mentally and visually. After her undergrad, 
she worked for one of the most renowned production companies 
in India, Arka Mediaworks. Her experience in marketing and 
distribution taught her the significance of filmmaking and the 
essence of teamwork. Knowing the effect films have on the 
human mind, her ultimate goal is to excel in the art of 
screenwriting and develop stories in and around human 
conditions. She received her Associate in Science of Film from 
Los Angeles Film School. An engineer by degree, she was born 
into a household where films were beyond just entertainment. 
After moving back to India in 2018, she has been working on 
features and TV series as a Screenwriter and Director.

Anusha Rao
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thE cARDAMOM

19:51 Mins | Hindi | Drama | India

Synopsis:
Simpleton Decchi, desperate to consummate his second 

marriage on the first night, gets even more excited when he 
realizes that his new wife, Shanti, was everyone’s dream girl in 
their college. However, the night doesn’t go as per his plan.   

About the director:
Shikha is a screenwriter/director. Her screenplay, Soaked 

Chickpeas, was part of top twenty percent scripts in the 2020 
Academy Nicholl Fellowship. Her short story, O.K. TATA, was 
shortlisted by Write-India, a Times of India initiative. Both the 
stories are inspired by experiences of migrants of British India’s 
Partition, whose life-stories she has been archiving for an oral 
history program. Along the way, she has been volunteering with 
an NGO for over six years for local integration of Internally 
Displaced People. Her projects bring her closer to, or in fact in 
the centre of, human dilemmas in the face of crisis.

Shikha Mahajan
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thE WAit

14:58 Mins | Assamese | Drama, Crime | India

Synopsis:
The movie unravels the fragile interconnections linking lives 

and designing people’s destinies. Set in idyllic rural Assam of the 
90s, when a volatile secessionist movement was at its peak, the 
film tells the story of two ordinary young people, Rajen and 
Kunjo. Rajen and Kunjo have known each other for years and 
share a special bond. They are soulmates but don’t know it yet. 
Rajen’s older brother Khogen joins the rebel movement, much to 
the sorrow of his grandmother, who always pines for him. As the 
film progresses, we peep into the village’s simple sources of joy. 
Tragedy strikes when Khogen kills one of his comrades, steals 
some money from the rebel group, and his comrades come 
looking for him.   

About the director:
Prarthana Goswami is an Indian female filmmaker. She started 

her career as an Assistant Director in Bollywood films like Aisha, 
Band Baajaa Baraat, Delhi in a Day, Ladies vs Ricky Bahl to name 
a few. She then went on to work as a Script and Edit Supervisor 
with Director Kabir Khan on the following projects; Phantom, 
Bajrangi Bhaijaan, Tubelight, The Forgotten Army, 83. After 
working in the Hindi film industry, for the last ten years, Prarthana 
finally went ahead to independently write, direct and produce 
her first film in Assam; her homeland. The film is in Assamese 
with English subtitles and is called “The Wait”

Prarthana Goswami
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An iRish GOODByE

23:29 Mins  |  English  |  Comedy, Drama  |  Ireland

Synopsis:
Set against the backdrop of a working farm in rural Northern 

Ireland, ‘An Irish Goodbye’ is a black comedy following the 
reunion of estranged brothers Turlough (Seamus O’Hara) and 
Lorcan (James Martin) post the untimely death of their mother 
(Michelle Fairley). Under the watchful eye of an oddball parish 
priest, Father O’Shea (Paddy Jenkins), the brothers’ pained 
reunion is worsened by the fact that Turlough must now make 
new care arrangements for Lorcan, who has Down Syndrome. A 
robust and dedicated farmer, Lorcan’s dream of continuing to 
work the land he grew up on is thwarted when Turlough decides 
he’s sending him to live with their Aunt on the other side of 
Ireland. But when the brothers discover an unfulfilled bucket list 
belonging to their mother, Lorcan senses an opportunity: he’ll 
only agree to leave the farm once he and Turlough have 
themselves completed every single wish on their mother’s list.     

Tom Berkeley and Ross White

About the director:
“An Irish Goodbye” is the second short film from co-writer/director duo Tom Berkeley and Ross 

White, following the breakout success of their debut short, ROY, which was one of ten films shortlisted 
for the Best British Short Film at the 75th BAFTA Awards in 2022. Hailing from Belfast and Gloucester 
respectively, the pair founded the Northern Ireland-based production company Floodlight Pictures in 
2019, having worked previously as writing partners since 2017. The original script for An Irish 
Goodbye was the inaugural winner of the First Flights Short Film Fund from UK production company 
Goldfinch. In 2022, the duo was selected for BBC Writersoom’s Belfast Voices cohort. Their debut 
short ROY was recently acquired by HBO following a festival run that included Palm Springs, 
Flickerfest, Bolton, Rhode Island, LA Shorts, PÃ–FF, Vancouver, Show Me Shorts, Hollyshorts, Foyle, 
Edmonton, and Santa Barbara International Film Festivals.
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AnJElA

16:02 Mins  |  Bulgarian  |  Animation Documentary  |  Bulgaria

Synopsis:
Anjela Pencheva has suffered from Cerebral Palsy since birth, 

but the difficult diagnosis has never broken her spirit and has 
turned her into a writer, an actress, and a dancer. Through her 
work, using her computer-generated voice, she participates in 
various initiatives for the rights of people with disabilities and 
inspires everyone who has met her.     

About the director:
Vilma Kartalska finished her Acting Studies at the Theatre 

College “Luben Groys”. Since 2012, she works as a producer, 
director, and scriptwriter in the field of short films. In 2015, she 
founded the production company Raiza Vilm Productions Ltd. 
Her short projects won multiple international awards. She 
completed her MA in Directing Film & TV at New Bulgarian 
University and is now working on her first documentary feature 
“The Golden Girls of Olympia”.

Vilma Kartalska
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BAthinG AiD

22:05 Mins  |  Chinese  |  Drama  |  China

Synopsis:
On a hot summer day, Jin Lan’s disabled husband Mao Dong 

wants to take a bath. This seemingly basic need brings a series of 
unexpected challenges to the empty-nest couple in the context 
of urban renewal.     

About the director:
Shuyung Xie is a young filmmaker based in Beijing/Shanghai. 

She graduated from Shanghai Vancouver Film School, majoring in 
screenwriting and directing, and completed her first short film 
Bathing Aid.

Shuyun Xie
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cOin slOt

16:36 Mins  |  English  |  Disability, Queer, Drama  |  Canada

Synopsis:
Coin Slot paints the portrait of a young man trying not to 

unravel as the anniversary of a traumatic attack looms ever 
closer. Moments are shown in fragments, revealing honesty and 
vulnerability that transports through him, while capturing the 
many shades of trauma and healing.     

About the director:
Scott Jones is a filmmaker, screenwriter, and musician from 

Nova Scotia, Canada. Scott has worked with filmmaker Laura 
Marie Wayne and the National Film Board of Canada to create a 
feature-length documentary; Love, Scott (2018); which explores 
homophobia in a small village. Scott is working with playwright 
Robert Chafe and director Jillian Keiley (National Arts Centre of 
Canada) to create a play on the complexities of forgiveness. Scott 
is currently participating in Access CBC (2022) and the 
RespectAbility Lab for Entertainment Professionals with 
Disabilities (2022). He wrote and directed his first short film, 
Coin Slot (2022), which premiered at the British Film Institute 
Flare Film Festival (London, UK) and the Phoenix Film Festival 
(AZ, USA). Scott has also collaborated as a disability consultant in 
a reimagining of Queer As Folk (Peacock, 2022). His next project 
is an animated short film (Freedom, 2023) in collaboration with 
animator Sarita McNeil and poet Tanya Davis.

Scott Jones
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DEAF

18:00 Mins  |  Spanish  |  Drama  |  Spain

Synopsis:
Angela is deaf and Darío can hear. They are a couple and have 

six chickens, four dogs, a vegetable garden and many 
communication problems. Now they are also going to have a 
child.     

About the director:
Nuria and Eva co-direct the production company, Nexus Film, 

in which they develop their own projects such as “Leo and Alex in 
the 21st century” a short film. This short film has had 70 
selections and 3 awards and was a candidate for the Goya 2021. 
“Nikolina”, a feature film by them premiered at the International 
European Fantasy Film Festival SOMBRA 2020, with a special 
mention for best leading actress. They are currently developing 
“Angela in the world”, a feature film inspired by “Deaf”, which 
already has funding from ICARM, selected at COOFI.

Nuria Muñoz-Ortín,  
Eva Libertad
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DOn JuliO’s nAils

10:01 Mins  |  Spanish  |  Comedy, Drama  |  Colombia

Synopsis:
Don Julio has Parkinson’s disease and can’t clip his nails. His 

daughter, Luisa, usually does it for him. However, then comes the 
day when she is worried about something else and can’t help her 
father. Don Julio then desperately goes on a journey through his 
residential complex, looking for a generous soul who can clip his 
nails.     

About the director:
Alejandro was born on a hot Friday night in Cali, Colombia. He 

grew up in Cali and, at 17 years of age, moved to Bogota to study 
Visual Arts and Communication Studies at Pontificia Universidad 
Javeriana. He then found out he loves to write.

Alejandro Victoria
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DRiBBlE

14:55 Mins  |  Persian  |  Sport, Family, Drama  |  Iran, Islamic Republic of

Synopsis:
Passion for soccer causes affection between brothers.     

About the director:
Ali Lavarimonfared is a filmmaker based in Iran. Ali works as a 

short film director and TV commercial director. He graduated 
with a BA in television and digital arts and an MA in dramatic 
literature. Ali also worked as a DOP of short films and TVC. In 
2020, he directed a short film, Radde, which won the best film 
award at the Ocean City film festival in Maryland.  Nazafarin 
Hassanpour is an Editor based in Iran. Dribble is her first film as a 
director. She is a freelance editor. She worked as an editor on 
many short films, music videos, and TV commercials over the last 
3 years. She is studying for her MA in Cinema. Her graduate 
project in the research section is ‘Structure Analysis of Walter 
Murch’s edit’ and Mr. Murch is directly an advisor for Nazafarin’s 
graduate project.

Ali Lavarimonfared

Nazafarin Hassanpour
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FAthER tOnGuE

18:35 Mins  |  Hebrew  |  Drama  |  Israel

Synopsis:
A non-functional relationship between a deaf child and his 

hard-working father, who struggles to accept his son’s deafness.     

About the director:
Ivgeny studied film and television at Jordan Valley College, 

Israel. For the past 5 years, he has penetrated the film and 
television industry mainly as a production assistant, including 
Fauda and Hit & Run with Lior Raz, False Flag with Miki Leon, 
Victory Surprise with Avi Nesher, etc. He wrote and directed all 
kinds of small projects, most related to the deaf and hard of 
hearing community. In 2017, he directed a 10-minute VR film 
named “No Words”, as part of the Gesher Foundation’s VR 
incubator - “I to eye”.

Ivgeny Gashinsky
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hOW tO tRAin An AntihERO

26:32 Mins  |  Modern Greek (1453-)  |  People With Disabilities, Human Rights  |  Greece

Synopsis:
Antihero is the main character in a story who lacks 

conventional heroic qualities and is passively dependent on 
someone else. A group of young anti-heroes with disabilities, 
trying to know more about acting in theatre. Through their 
obvious love for it, they decided to put on a theatrical 
performance based on improvised scenes centred on 
superheroes. The young anti-heroes are trained theatrically. At 
the same time we get to know the young anti-heroes better with 
daily scenes of their lives. After all, to be a superhero you need to 
wear a costume or go through walls?!     

About the director:
Yannis Bletas was born and raised in Greece. He studied Greek 

Literature at the Department of Philology, University of Crete, 
and Acting at the Greek Art Theatre, Karolos Koun. He attended 
directing workshops at London Film School. In 2016, his first 
short fiction film, “The Umbrella”, was screened online. The 
following year he wrote and directed the films ‘To Taxidi / The 
Journey’ (3 awards), ‘Valsamo’ and ‘Ta Gemista / Salted’. The latter 
has been honoured with 9 awards in Greece and abroad; 
including the “Young Directors” award at Athens International 
Digital Film Festival 2018. In 2019, he created his own production 
company called Ble productions. His feature documentary Rigors 
premiered at Andromeda Film Festival in Istanbul and was 
selected at the BCT- Festival Cinema and TV in Benevento, Italy. 
At the end of 2020, he completed a short documentary “How to 
train an antihero”, in cooperation with the Association Friends.

Yannis Bletas
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i’ll tEll yOu ABOut yOuR FAthER

21:31 Mins  |  Italian  |  Documentary, Drama, Geography  |  Italy

Synopsis:
An “old glory” of Italian TV from the 1980s, a man who is 

passing on a journey by sea between the waves of the 
Mediterranean and the curves of memory, tries to tell about 
himself his severely autistic son Emanuele. He is hoping that one 
day his son too will understand his words; his history, his choices, 
his hopes, and his dreams.     

About the director:
At fifteen, Daniele Gangemi got fascinated by photography 

and started experimenting, shooting, and printing with a reflex 
camera. Around 2003, he debuted in Bologna as a director, 
producer, and author of the short film “Alter Ego”. In 2008, he 
directed his first movie “Cobalt Blue Night”; which he wrote and 
co-scripted. He was also invited to the 42nd Worldfest 
International Independent Film Festival of Houston, Texas for the 
world premiere of his first movie, which was awarded the Best 
First Feature. In 2013, his work was appreciated by the BBC 
Music Video Festival for the music video Safari Now. In 2018, he 
became the Founder and Artistic Director of the Militello 
Independent Film Fest, an international independent film festival. 
Recently he became an author and director of the music video of 
the song “Silence in Silence”, which has won multiple awards.

Daniele Gangemi
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in thE WAkE OF MOuRninG

06:12 Mins  |  English  |  Documentary, Drama  |  United States

Synopsis:
Tyrese Allyene-Davis, a disabled Black youth, celebrates his 

21st, while isolated in an NYU dorm room. Bound to his 
wheelchair, he sinks into despair following the murder of George 
Floyd. Months later, he watches the documentary, “Am Not Your 
Negro” and is moved beyond tears by James Baldwin’s words. 
Isolated, Tyrese pours his visceral feelings into an audio-only 
Facebook post; leaving his followers to question his state of mind 
and words. Always presented as the poster boy for disability 
excellence, it was his first time acknowledging himself as a Black 
disabled man. Post lockdown, Tyrese is seen exploring Manhattan 
from dawn to dusk. Originally from Brooklyn, he visits unexplored 
places and reflects on where he fits in, how he is seen and when 
to be invisible. Tyrese’s emotional journey crosses over 
conversations of ableism, race and identity; it’s his voice 
reflecting his dark thoughts that demand one to lean in.     Adetoro Makinde

About the director:
A first-generation Nigerian-American, Adetoro is an award-winning filmmaker and a graduate of 

Georgetown University and the Duke Ellington School of the Arts. She launched her production 
company Backdoor Films, and its social impact subsidiary Hyphenate Africa. She has produced and 
directed film projects that include Sundance films Whoa, In Time, A Good Day To Be Black And Sexy, 
And Sadla. Adetoro served as Line Producer on Netflix and Leonardo DiCaprio produced the 
documentary, Struggle: The Life And Lost Art Of Szukalski. Current projects include a Hurricane 
Katrina biopic, The American Can, previously optioned by Sony Pictures to star Will Smith. She is the 
former Chair of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion for Film Fatales, and is the current President and Co-
Founder of Women Independent Producers. She is a former educator at the Creative Arts Team, 
empowerment through the arts youth program, developed at New York University.
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lAuGhtER cluB

10:00 Mins  |  English  |  Fiction, Documentary  |  Australia

Synopsis:
Laughter Club is a staged fictional documentary about people 

with physical disabilities who work in an alternative job. The 
documentary focuses on Oscar, an editor with cerebral palsy. 
When Oscar is shown a rough edit of the documentary by the 
director, Rachel, he becomes upset with the film’s exploitative 
nature, but when she shows him a scene at his laughter club 
therapy, he is able to finally share his conflicting feelings of his 
estranged mother’s battle with cancer.     

About the director:
Adam is a writer and director working across film, TV and 

commercial media. His debut feature Vessel premiered at 
Fantasia in Montreal, where it was nominated for the best first-
time feature. His next two shorts Limerence and One Dollar have 
screened at Toronto International Shorts, Shortcut Bucharest 
and LA Freshflix. As a writer, he was selected as one of four global 
finalists for Content London, where he was invited to the BFI to 
pitch his TV Drama This Man. He was then nominated for the 
prestigious John Hinde award for best Sci-Fi writing by the 
Australian Writer’s Guild and further as a finalist in the G’Day LA 
TV pilot contest. As a commercial director, he received the 
prestigious Cannes Lion for his film #MyFamilyCan for SPC.

Adam Ciancio
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sOnGs tO BE FORGOttEn

17:56 Mins  |  Portuguese  |  Drama, Social  |  Brazil

Synopsis:
Miguel, a deaf teenager, gets to stay in his apartment while 

Silvia, his listening mother, has to leave for her first day of work 
on a night-shift job. His odyssey in the empty space leads him 
towards discoveries about his late father and creates a tense 
atmosphere with his intolerant neighbours.     

About the director:
Alan Barros and Andrea Passos are both directors of “Songs to 

be Forgotten”, their debut film made as a Final Course Assignment 
for their university. This film portrays the lives of a deaf teenager 
and his listening mother, and the conflicts that arise due to his 
disability. Mr. Barros and Mrs. Passos graduated in Film and TV 
from the Centro UniversitÃ¡rio SENAC Santo Amaro, Brazil.

Alan Barros, Andrea Pinto
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sunshinE

09:50 Mins  |  English  |  Family, Drama  |  Australia

Synopsis:
A distraught woman has a chance encounter at a cafe which 

changes her life.     

About the director:
Martha Goddard is a director based in Brisbane. Hailing from a 

small, rural town, she was raised as the only child of two 
psychologists. She credits her upbringing for her fascination with 
relationship complications, love stories, and clocking the 
absurdity of everyday life. Martha began her career in Los 
Angeles, after winning a scholarship to study in Ithaca College’s 
internship program where she worked on Saw (the original). She 
is also in the development of a sci-fi-romance feature selected 
for the inaugural Charlie’s Writers Lab at Raleigh Studios in 
Hollywood; a joint venture by Australians in Film and Screen 
Queensland. Martha is an alumni of Screen Australia’s Talent 
Escalator program, working as a directors’ attachment for her 
industry mentor Jocelyn Moorhouse on The Dressmaker. Her 
shorts have won awards and have been screened at festivals 
both locally and internationally.

Martha Goddard
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tRyinG

15:00 Mins  |  Spanish  |  Drama  |  Spain

Synopsis:
Santiago is a father with cerebral palsy which makes him walk 

with difficulty. Every day he goes to school to look for his son 
Diego and they walk the same way back but today it will be 
different; Diego, now a teenager, and Santiago, who still sees a 
boy in his son, will have a discussion full of truths that hurt and 
silences that thrill of walking together.     

About the director:
Juan Manuel Montilla “Langui” is an actor and singer. He 

appeared in the industry in 2001 with his first album which was a 
revolution in the Spanish music scene, opening new doors to 
Hip-Hop. In 2009, he leaped to the big screen starring in his first 
film “El trick del manco”, for which he won two Goya awards on 
the same night; for best new actor and best song. After 20 years 
of artistic career, “Intentando” is his debut as a director and 
screenwriter.

Juan Manuel Montilla “Langui”
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WORkinG DOGs

06:30 Mins  |  German  |  Educational  |  Austria

Synopsis:
Most people are familiar with guide dogs. Rescue dogs are 

often seen on television. Some people have been sniffed by a 
drug or explosive dog. But the work of dogs is much more diverse. 
Internationally, recognition and attention for “invisible” 
disabilities such as Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), 
diabetes or autism are increasing. Unfortunately, there are still 
many prejudices and obstacles that have to be overcome. 
Assistance dogs help their owners to navigate their everyday life 
and improve their life greatly. However, this work is also a great 
challenge for the assistance dogs; they have to be constantly 
ready to react and warn in time in case of an emergency.     

About the director:
Elisabeth Ehrenhauser was born on March 6, 1999 in Mödling, 

Lower Austria. As a child, she was fascinated by imaginative 
books and from this, she developed her love for theatre during 
her school years. She also grew the desire to deal professionally 
with theatre but in the technical field. Therefore, after her Matura 
at the BG Bachgasse in Mödling, she completed a diploma course 
to become a sound technician. At the University of Applied 
Sciences in St. Pölten, she discovered her passion for film and 
television during her bachelor’s degree in media technology, 
which is why she added a master’s degree in digital media 
production. She has worked on countless film projects in various 
departments, her favourite departments being camera and 
editing.

Elisabeth Ehrenhauser
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15 mins - the Perils oF A PAnDemic

20:00 Mins  |  English, Kannada  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
When 12th Grade chemistry teacher Roopa who is 

experienced with teaching using chalks and boards is suddenly 
faced with a pandemic, she tries to cope with online teaching 
while her job is on the line.     

About the director:
Venugopal started out as an Associate Director in the Kannada 

film “Vrithra”. He has also worked as an Associate Director in a 
few music videos and ad films.

Venugopal
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280 DAys

19:29 Mins  |  English, Spanish  |  Drama  |  United States

Synopsis:
A young mother-to-be, Sylvia, strolls in the park with her 

mentor, Deborah, before her baby is born. Vivian (Deborah’s 
daughter), 9 months pregnant, fights with Pete, her husband. An 
unexpected chain of events happens when Sylvia takes Deborah 
home.     

About the director:
Alejandro Gonzalez is a filmmaker based in Chicago, Illinois. 

Alejandro worked as an actor with Empire FOX and a producer 
with various local independent film productions in Chicago. His 
most recent work was co-producing the short film The Audition 
in 2019.

Alejandro Gonzalez
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7 stAR DinOsOR EntERtAinMEnt

19:19 Mins  |  Hindi  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
A few years back, Sudhir and Vinod- two brothers - put up a 

business, ‘7 Star Dinosor Entertainment’. Dressed as giant 
dinosaurs, they would dance to Bollywood songs at weddings, 
birthday parties, and mall events. They would practise dinosaur 
moves and enact scenes from their all-time favourite Jurassic 
Park movies. They enjoyed peeking through windows and 
chasing screaming kids through corridors. Life was good. But 
today, we find them two years deep into the pandemic. No public 
functions are allowed anymore. We find the brothers jobless and 
hungry. The giant dinosaurs cramped with them in a tiny room of 
the shoddy tenement. The food is running out, and so is patience. 
When it comes down to the last morsel, will they split it in half, or 
will they come to blows-one brother against the other?     

About the director:
Vaishali Naik is a writer/director whose heart beats at the 

speed of city life in India. She has been writing for the screen for 
the past 10 years, has birthed popular TV shows and written 
feature films that are soon to see the light of day. ‘7 Star Dinosor 
Entertainment’ is her debut short film and her first step toward 
direction.

Vaishali Naik
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A cOnclusiOn

08:25 Mins  |  English  |  Short fiction  |  India

Synopsis:
In a dilemma where one is faced with a choice between the 

past and the future, the past often makes way for the future, 
despite the pain it causes. The film “Conclusion” shows a similar 
dilemma of a man whose daughter’s marriage is knocking on the 
door. At the same time, his mother is in ventilation with no 
chance of survival. Ultimately, the man lets his mother go so his 
daughter’s marriage doesn’t get affected.     

About the director:
Sreemon Das is a professional Animation Film Director. 

Presently, he is the CEO of AFX Animation and one of the 
directors of Arena Animation. During the last couple of years, he 
has received over sixty film festival awards for two of his films. 
He is also an artist, a scriptwriter, and an illustrator.

Sreemon Das
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AAROhAnA

25:39 Mins  |  English, Kannada  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
At certain times, in the wake of some inescapable 

circumstances, we feel like being thrown into the deep end. Since 
we fail to discern any ray of hope, we desperately flare up with an 
impulsive and hasty reaction. But what if the drowning man 
miraculously finds a slab of wood to float towards the shore? 
“Aarohana” is the story of a teenage boy drowning like a wrecked 
ship in the ocean of “Life”. But, always remember that the wheel 
of time rolls and flips your life around, reminding you of its 
impermanence.     

About the director:
Vasudha Prahalad is a short film maker from Bangalore. Be it 

verbal, visual, sound, patterns, colours or any other medium of 
narrating those tales, she is in an endeavour to master them all. 
Her initial baby step towards this dream commenced with her 
first film, Nirankusha, in the year of 2016, which was also one of 
the finalists of BISFF-2018. Since then, she has written and 
directed five short films: Nirankusha, Roopantara, Aarohana, 
Behind the Veil, and Banna. Apart from her directorial ventures, 
she has also broadened her horizons into cinematography, 
photography, editing, colour grading and various other aspects of 
film making. She has worked as a cinematographer and editor in 
multilingual short films like “Vamsama Paasama”, “Happily Ever 
After” etc.

Vasudha Prahalad



Non Competition 152 22

An ARtist AnD thE WAll OF REAlity

17:41 Mins  |  No Dialogue  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
This story reflects the life of a jobless artist during lockdown 

time; his hungry stomach and his wall of reality.     

About the director:
Girish Alaje is a Bangalore-based theatre artist, writer, director, 

and an actor. Since then, he has been reflecting on his stories 
through theatre and short movies. He directed his plays and 
short movies and also performed 80+ shows all over Karnataka 
(India).

Girish Alaje



Non Competition 153 22

An olD story (PAzhAyA kADhAi onnu)

15:54 Mins  |  Tamil  |  Drama, Social  |  India

Synopsis:
Deep-rooted trauma from sexual abuse suffered as a child 

rocks the marriage of a young couple. Will the victim finally 
confront the abuser and relieve the heavy baggage on the 
marriage?     

About the director:
Prateek’s unconditional love and passion for films got him to 

Vancouver, Canada, to study film for one year. However, he 
dropped out midway and began his directorial journey with his 
first project, an award-winning feature-length documentary 
titled “Only Sometimes A God”. Later, he forayed into fiction, 
making an award-winning short film, Rawas (Indian Salmon). He’s 
directed a limited web series, What’s Your Status?, which 
garnered wide acclaim and popularity. He then made multiple 
award-winning short documentary films, Mrs. Nambiar and Piddi, 
that continue to compete on the festival circuit. He’s currently in 
the process of pitching a web series in Tamil and a feature film.

Prateek Prajosh



Non Competition 154 22

AnGh

22:00 Mins  |  Other  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
The film takes place in 1964, in the extremely rural parts of 

the North East of India. It follows a village chief (former 
Headhunter) and his son, who remain the last people in the 
region to be converted to Christianity. Abandoned and living in 
isolation, their entire tradition, identity and ego are at stake as 
they try their best to resist the social pressures of the new world.     

About the director:
Theja Rio is the writer and director of the short film “Angh.” At 

26, he has four short films on his resume. His first short film was 
shot in Sicily, Italy, where his script was chosen and invited. 
Under the mentorship of Hollywood elites such as Manuel 
Alberto Claro (DOP of Melancholia, Nymphomaniac), his first 
short film was completed and screened in a few European 
festivals. In 2016, he made his second short film, Madam 
Khurana’s Basket, which he wrote, directed, and edited. It was a 
semi-finalist at the Los Angeles Cinefest. He also worked as the 
assistant director of the Indo-American film The Illegal, whose 
cast included Suraj Sharma and Adil Hussain. 

Thejavituo Rio



Non Competition 155 22

AskA

14:01 Mins  |  Icelandic  |  Drama, Fantastic, Thriller  |  Canada

Synopsis:
Two young disciples must throw their mother’s ashes into the 

mouth of a volcano to prevent its collapse into a flood of flames.     

About the director:
Raised in Montreal, Clara’s French upbringing, bohemian 

entourage, and early exposure to art have influenced her to 
tirelessly push the boundaries of narrative aesthetics. Whether 
on paper or behind the lens, Clara seeks to create surrealist 
universes to better comprehend the world surrounding her.

Clara Milo



Non Competition 156 22

AurorA - the street thAt WAnteD to be A river

10:00 Mins  |  Portuguese  |  Fantasy, Autobiographical  |  Brazil

Synopsis:
If the streets could talk, what would they say?  Aurora is a sad 

and lonely street of a big city. On a rainy day, she remembers her 
trajectory and dreams about the future asking herself: is it 
possible for a street to die?     

About the director:
Radhi is a Brazilian screenwriter, animator, and educator. Her 

authorial work includes some award-winning works, such as the 
short film “Peripatético” (2016) award for best script at the 
Brasilia Festival of Brazilian cinema. The argument ‘’Mabel e Sara’’ 
(2018), first place in the LATAM Contest for students from Brazil 
and Florida in 2018. The script “My mother does not open the 
door” (2019), which received the ROTA / CABÍRIA award for best 
female protagonist in 2019.

Radhi Meron



Non Competition 157 22

BAnGuDE

13:18 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
When a hopeless young man goes fishing at his usual spot, 

what catches his hook will change his life forever.     

About the director:
Arjun Acharya is a 23-year-old engineer from Udupi, 

Karnataka. He completed his Bachelor of Engineering at R.V 
College of Engineering in 2020. His passion for filmmaking and 
storytelling led him to found Picture Frame Production in 2017 
with his school friend, Shravan Palan. This team of two does all 
the heavy lifting of filmmaking and tells beautiful stories, mostly 
in Kannada. Arjun Acharya hopes to make it big by becoming a 
director one day and telling enchanting stories to people.

Arjun Acharya



Non Competition 158 22

BEAuty QuEEn

18 Mins  |  Tagalog  |  Drama, Historical, War  |  Philippines

Synopsis:
A young woman struggles to find purpose after losing her 

father in the Philippines during World War II.     

About the director:
Myra Aquino is a writer-director who grew up in Guam and 

the Philippines. She is a 2020 graduate of the UCLA MFA 
Directing program. Her work has been supported by the Delia 
Salvi Memorial Award, the UCLA Foreign Language and Area 
Studies Fellowship, the Sony Streisand Fellowship, and the Norris 
Fellowship. Most recently, she was selected to participate in the 
2021 Women in Film x Black List Feature Residency for her 
coming-of-age feature screenplay, LAMB. Her thesis film 
BEAUTY QUEEN won the 2020 First Place Gold Circle Award 
from the Caucus Foundation and Best Short Film from the 2021 
Cinemalaya Philippine Independent Film Festival. Myra has also 
received an MD and a Masters’s in Public Health from the 
University of Miami. 

Myra Aquino



Non Competition 159 22

BEDsOREs

24:50 Mins  |  Hindi  |  Drama, Human Rights  |  India

Synopsis:
Kauri is four months pregnant and she is still doing prostitution. 

Her 9-year-old daughter, Guddi, has her own dreams. She knows 
her mother will soon start preparing her for family-based 
prostitution. Chohan wants to buy a girl child as his wife has 
again given birth to a boy & there is no one to earn bread in 
future. Sheetal wants to get pregnant with a girl child. She keeps 
her search going with men, who have more chances of giving her 
a girl child. This is a tactical practise by this tribe to secure living 
& tradition as they grow old.     

About the director:
Navin is a Mumbai-based self-taught independent filmmaker. 

He came from a village in North India and started his career as 
Chief Assistant Director for mainstream Bollywood films, 
followed by working on the Oscar-nominated “Al-Risalah” as a 
Creative Supervisor for theatrical release in India in 2008. His 
debut work is a short film, “The Blink of A Cursor” which screened 
at the Byron Bay International Film Festival, Australia; the 
Independent Filmmakers Showcase, Los Angeles, and won three 
awards at the La New Wave International Film Festival. “Dark 
Frames”, first person account, inconsistent short film, premiered 
at the 37th Durban International Film Festival, 2016. “Dark 
Frame” has also been nominated for the Lights of Asia 
Competition “ Jogja-NETPAC Asian Film Festival (JAFF) 2016, 
and nominated for The Blencong Award. “Bedsores” is same, 
again short film.

Navin Chandra Ganesh



Non Competition 160 22

BlOOM

11:02 Mins  |  Malayalam  |  Educational  |  India

Synopsis:
This short film is intended to create awareness about the HPV 

vaccine, which acts against the HPV virus. This vaccine is a part 
of the immunisation schedules of most Western countries. Still, it 
hasn’t been a part of the Indian schedules. Many Indians are 
unaware of such a vaccine and its benefits. As we all know, WHO 
has initiated its project to eradicate cervical cancer by 2030. If 
this is to materialize, we need to vaccinate our children living in 
all parts of the world and detect cancer at an early stage. This is 
the need of the hour, which we all need to achieve. And the first 
step towards that will be to educate the general public and get 
the maximum number of children vaccinated.     

About the director:
A Radiation oncologist by profession, she aims to increase 

awareness among people about the importance of prevention, 
screening, and early detection of cancer.

Dr Jenny Joseph



Non Competition 161 22

BREAthinG MEMORiEs

08:07 Mins  |  Sinhala  |  Fiction  |  Sri Lanka

Synopsis:
This short film expresses a personal memory of youth. It takes 

place during a workshop to build reconciliation and co-existence 
between Sinhala and Tamil youth after the thirty-year ethnic 
conflict between the Armed Forces and the Tamil LTTE 
Organisation.     

About the director:
Sudath Abeysiriwardana is a Master of Philosophy and a 

Bachelor of Business Administration from the University of 
Ruhuna, Sri Lanka. He has been working as a drama and film 
director since 2004. His interests are deeply rooted in exploring 
the visual medium through its text, narrative, and imagery. He 
has directed plays and short films on themes like youth unrest, 
migration issues, war and lifestyle. He has won Youth and 
National awards for theatre productions in Sri Lanka. He has also 
won International and National awards for short movies.

Sudath Abeysiriwardana



Non Competition 162 22

BRunO

02:23 Mins  |  Hindi  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
A young man posts an ad in the newspaper to find his missing 

dog, and he receives a call from an old age home.     

About the director:
Mukesh Kumar Singh is a post-graduate in Dramatic Arts with 

a first class and has also qualified for lectureship of Drama in the 
exam conducted by University Grant Commission. He has acted 
and directed in many plays for All India Radio, IPTA, Song and 
Drama Division of India etc. He is an experienced director in 
Indian television who has directed shows of almost all genres 
possible. In recent times, he has been directing shows that 
include Mahabharat for Star Plus, the biggest show ever made on 
Indian television and rated 8.9 on IMDB. He has also directed 
Mere Sai, Akbar ka Bal Birbal, Tenali Rama, Chandra Nandini, 
Raziya Sultan, Qayamat ki Raat, Nagin 3 and many more. Most of 
them were nominated for best shows and many of them have 
won too.

Mukesh Kumar Singh



Non Competition 163 22

cAt AnD MOth

07:20 Mins  |  No Dialogue  |  Animation  |  United Kingdom

Synopsis:
A fluffy white cat wants nothing more than to find the most 

comfortable spot in the universe, but little does she know 
someone else has their eye on it too.     

About the director:
India Barnardo grew up in a small English countryside town 

with her two cats. She studied Digital Character Animation and 
graduated from Teesside University, UK, in 2009. She has since 
worked at a vast array of companies within the animation 
industry, including Studio AKA, Framestore, L’Atelier Animation, 
MPC, Bron Animation, and Sony Pictures Imageworks. During 
these 10+ years, she has animated international TV commercials, 
short films, and CG feature films (Ballerina, The Willoughby’s). 
She has always had a passion for writing and directing, bringing 
us Cat and Moth as her directorial debut. India’s past experience 
has given her the knowledge and skills to build an extraordinary 
90+ crew worldwide to bring Cat and Moth to life!

India Barnardo



Non Competition 164 22

chAhA Biscuit

15:34 Mins  |  Marathi  |  Family, Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Traditional masculine norms have become personality traits 

for the male gender. The story revolves around a father and son 
facing emotional barriers and being unable to express their 
feelings to each other. A home without a mom is witnessing 
silence, a benumbed gap between two men. What happens when 
one tries to push his limits regardless of thinking about morality? 
Will others have the courage to understand and make peace?     

About the director:
The artist Prachi Chowghule was born in a dream city, Mumbai. 

She grew up with colourful cinematic stories. Her creative senses 
were boosted by the lessons from Barry John Acting School. 
Martin & Story, a One-Act Play, was her first theatrical debut, 
which was applauded and won the Best One-Act Play and Best 
Director awards at the Thane Art Guild competition, 2020. She is 
persistent at grasping knowledge that comes from all walks of 
life, and she discovers complex shades of human emotions 
through story-telling. Chaha Biscuit (2021), a short film, is her 
first cinematic vision and the first step towards her passion for 
cinema. In 2021, Chaha Biscuit won the Best First Time Film 
Director Award at the Kerala Short Film Festival and has entered 
into various film festivals as well. 

Prachi Chowghule



Non Competition 165 22

DAisiEs AnD spARROWs

12:48 Mins  |  Drama, Childhood, Family  |  Singapore

Synopsis:
A boy lives through his adolescence, teenage and adult days. 

Each step along the way, his mother is always there, providing 
love and support, even if he doesn’t see it. As he grows up and 
becomes a parent, he tries to be the best father he could be, but 
learns that it is not an easy journey. This film is about the passage 
of time and is a tribute to the parents’ journey.     

About the director:
Ervin Han is the co-founder of Robot Playground Media, an 

animation studio based in Singapore. A seasoned animation 
producer and director who has worked on shows for Disney and 
Cartoon Network.  Ervin is a passionate storyteller with a desire 
to see more Asian stories brought to life through animation. His 
animated short ‘The Violin’ won an Asian Television Award in 
2017, and his animated anthology ‘Timescapes’ has been 
screened at numerous festivals and was in competition at the 
Seoul International Animated Film Festival and Asia Pacific 
Screen Awards in 2018.

Ervin Han



Non Competition 166 22

DAuRA

30:00 Mins  |  Marathi  |  Drama, Comedy  |  India

Synopsis:
Anti-open defecation laws yielded fines for people who did it 

in villages of Maharashtra. Indirectly, this law kills an old man. 
The political turmoil forces the concerned minister to visit the 
village. Minister’s visit at the village holds high stakes for the 
village head. The game of fake portrayal starts! Based on true 
events, it depicts the various shades of satire.     

About the director:
Shubham Ghatge, an FTII student, directed his 2nd short film, 

Daura, after his first successful film, PIPANYA. Daura has been 
entirely made by crowdfunding.

Shubham Dilip Ghatge



Non Competition 167 22

DEpths OF thE niGht

13:00 Mins  |  Chinese  |  Fantasy  |  Hong Kong

Synopsis:
This short film depicts the author’s fear of changes and 

distortions. How do you face these feelings in the past, present, 
and future? It is as though the soul is broken into infinite pieces, 
but as long as we can survive, the depths of the night pass 
eventually.     

About the director:
Step C is an animation director, illustrator, educator and art 

director based in Hong Kong. She loves to use a variety of media 
to express the world in her imagination. Her animation Toxic 
Relationship (2018) was selected in more than 50 international 
festivals, and won 6 prizes. Her next short film, Little Thinks ( 
2019 ) was selected in more than 30 international festivals, and 
won 4 prizes. Her latest animation Depths of Night ( 2021) has 
won 7 awards. Step C



Non Competition 168 22

DiyAR hisMA

24:21 Mins  |  Arabic, English  |  Drama, Historical  |  Saudi Arabia

Synopsis:
In 1902, the film’s events revolved around the lives of some 

tribes in the Arabian Peninsula in the “Hisma” region. It describes 
how they faced the risks and difficulties of that era.     

About the director:
Fahd Fayz is a Saudi filmmaker with a bachelor’s degree in 

technical science and works part-time with a line producer in 
Saudi Arabia as a photographer, designer, and editor for local and 
independent cinematic projects. He uses his creative energies to 
develop character ideas for his flicks. He is now promoting “Diyar 
Hisma,” his debut short film as a filmmaker, which will premiere 
worldwide at the Carthage Film Festival in Tunisia in 2021. Fahd’s 
work was chosen for the regional competition of Infiniti autos in 
2018. He was awarded the prize for best-taking photos in Saudi 
Arabia, allowing him to become a member of a group of well-
known creative designers on regional social media.

Fahd Fayz



Non Competition 169 22

DRunkARD

25:00 Mins  |  Chinese  |  Drama  |  China

Synopsis:
Living in a small town in northeastern China, Wu was once 

head of the town’s wool mill workshop but lost this supposedly 
life-long job when it went bankrupt. He then worked as a janitor 
at his nephew’s bar to make a living. With his wife gone and his 
son living elsewhere, Wu was gradually despised by people 
around him as he started drinking his days away. Moreover, the 
incessant financial needs of his son further aggravated his health 
and mental status. One day, his stomach cancer diagnosis pushed 
his life into a final countdown. After making a final purchase of 
the most minor spot in the cemetery, Wu transferred all the 
money left to his son. On his way home, he encountered a Yangko 
dance parade. As he started waving his wine bottle and dancing 
unreservedly with them, he appeared to be genuinely living for 
himself for once.     

About the director:
Ge Yuqi, born in Harbin, lives in Beijing and is an independent 

director. He graduated from the Department of Film Directing 
and Editing at Sichuan University of Media and Communications 
and later entered the Department of Directing at Beijing Film 
Academy for further studies. He loves films and pays attention to 
realistic themes. He was honoured as one of the top ten directors 
of the REALL New Era Film Festival for his best new era short 
film, Leader. Supervised by him, the feature film Paradise Lost 
was shortlisted for the Rhode Island International Film Festival 
and the Macao International Film Festival. Unburyable Hate, his 
short was named Best New Wave New Film.

Yuqi Ge



Non Competition 170 22

FiRst sWiM

14:34 Mins  |  Modern Greek (1453-)  |  Drama  |  Greece

Synopsis:
It’s the last day of the family’s vacation. A little girl wants to 

swim without wings, but her parents want to postpone it until 
next summer. An allegory about the attitude of Western 
civilization towards the refugee crisis.     

About the director:
Alexandros was born in Athens, Greece. He studied filmmaking 

and  information sciences, and multimedia technology. His short 
film, “First Swim,” participated in several international film 
festivals. He filmed the TV documentaries “Speed of Light” and 
“Touching the Intangible,” produced by the Greek broadcaster. 
His animated short film “The Island of Zebra” was produced by 
the Greek Film Centre and the Greek broadcaster. He has been 
awarded by the Script Writers ‘ Guild of Greece and by the Greek 
Directors’ Guild. He has written a feature film script called 
“Inertia” ,which participated in the Budapest Debut Film Forum. 
He also wrote and directed the theatrical play “The New 
Adventures of Antigoni”. He collaborates with OIFF as a tutor for 
the Film Workshop “From Comic Books to Directing’’.

Alexandros Kostopoulos



Non Competition 171 22

FOuR niGhts

16:00 Mins  |  English  |  Drama  |  Nepal

Synopsis:
Ram and Maya relocate thousands of miles from their 

Nepalese home in the hopes of achieving their dream in New 
York City. As Ram works to finish his feature film, Maya receives 
a job offer that puts a strain on their relationship and calls into 
question what they are willing to sacrifice to maintain the lifestyle 
of international filmmakers.     

About the director:
Deepak Rauniyar is a director, screenwriter, and producer. A 

former critic, he became the first Nepali filmmaker to compete at 
a major international film festival. His debut, Highway world 
premiered at the Berlinale 2012 and also played at Locarno Film 
Festival. His second film, White Sun premiered at the 2016 
Venice Film Festival to rave reviews and screened worldwide, 
winning awards at Venice, Singapore, and Palm Spring film 
festivals. The film was Nepal’s official selection for the 90th 
Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film. The New York 
Times described Rauniyar as one of “The 9 New Directors You 
Need to Watch.” He is an alumnus of the Toronto and Berlinale 
Talent Campuses as well as the Cannes Cinéfondation program. 

Deepak Rauniyar



Non Competition 172 22

GERu pAtRA

22:00 Mins  |  Hindi  |  Mystery, Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Geru Patra tells the story of a 27-year-old typist outside the 

collectorate’s office. One day, his typewriter is taken under police 
custody as a letter containing information about an uprising is 
believed to have been written on it. Will our hero be able to 
explain and justify the real motives behind the letter and prove 
himself and his typewriter innocent?     

About the director:
Shristipal Singh is an Indian writer and director who graduated 

from Whistling Woods International in Mumbai. His diploma film, 
“POSTMAN” was selected for several film festivals. At present, it 
is streaming on Disney+Hotstar in India. His recent short film, 
“GERU PATRA”, won two prestigious awards as “Best Indian 
Short Film” at the Kolkata International Film Festival (KIFF2022) 
and the Mumbai International Film Festival (MIFF 2022) 
organised by the film division under the ministry of information 
and broadcasting, the government of India.

Shristipal Singh



Non Competition 173 22

goshtA Abhi-Anuchi

16:58 Mins  |  Marathi  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Everything is seemingly perfect about the lovely star couple - 

Abhi & Anu. But what’s the truth behind this facade? Some issues 
need to be addressed, and there’s no harm in asking for help!     

About the director:
Alok Rajwade is a theatre and film director and actor based in 

Pune. He has directed over a dozen well-received theatre plays 
over the past 15 years. His first feature film, Ashleel Udyog Mitra 
Mandal, was released in 2020. He was also listed in the Forbes 
30 under 30 annual list of the country’s most promising talents.

Alok Rajwade



Non Competition 174 22

hAppy B’DAy, AMy.

14:59 Mins  |  Malayalam  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
The film explores the mindset of a teenage girl who suffers 

from borderline personality disorder. Amy’s being reluctant to 
take therapy for her Borderline Personality Disorder(BPD) 
creates a fight with her lover. Amy’s self-destructive reaction 
after this puts her dad in a tragic situation which he must resolve 
quickly to save his daughter.     

About the director:
Heaven Forester is a filmmaker based out of Kochi, Kerala. He 

did his schooling in his hometown, Thrissur. After dropping out of 
engineering college in 2014, Forester did several jobs like pizza 
delivery, teaching, and social work to earn a living. However, he 
soon got into the advertising industry and worked as a copywriter 
and brand strategist until his late 20s. All this while, his passion 
for cinema and storytelling kept him focused on learning the craft 
of filmmaking. Mr. Forester has done two short films so far. His 
directorial debut, Happy B’day, Amy, was a psychological drama 
that took viewers on an engaging journey through the mind of a 
teenage girl who suffers from Borderline Personality Disorder 
(BPD). The film received critical acclaim and many international 
awards. His second film, The Golden Bougainvillea, is ready to be 
released soon.

Heaven Forester



Non Competition 175 22

hEllO siR nAMAstE

04:22 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
The most annoying conversation between two characters 

leads to an interesting turn of events. Inspired by a true story.     

About the director:
Madhu Mahantesh Havaldar is from Raichur. He is an aspiring 

actor, writer, and director. He received his B.Tech Aerospace 
engineering degree from Jain University in Bangalore. Since 
childhood, he has been fascinated by how movies entertain 
people and some can change the way we see the world. It has 
been a beautiful journey of exploring every kind of art and 
people.

Madhu Mahantesh Havaldar



Non Competition 176 22

hiGhWAy niGhts

20:00 Mins  |  Hindi  | Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
An impassioned truck driver in his early fifties and a pacific 

human accidentally meet a chirpy sex worker who portrays 
herself as a passenger asking for a ride. The truck driver asks her 
to settle down; the girl continuously and consciously tries to get 
hold of the truck driver. The truck driver is now in no mood to 
take her along.The sex worker asks to stop the truck and looks 
for some customers. She meets people who try to take her lead 
with a compromised price and decides to run and hide. She 
returns to the truck, whose driver decides not to react and starts 
his journey again.He then listens to the girl empathetically, 
understanding her situation. He sees his own daughter in her. 
Ultimately, he takes her home as his daughter to give her the 
right future.     

About the director:
Shubham Singh is a prominent and well known Bollywood 

director. He is acknowledged for his passion in cinema. He has 
been working within the industry for 10 years with well-known 
actors and directors. He is the first director who has made a 
movie with a north east Indian who was a newcomer and gave 
him the lead role in his last movie named PENALTY. He is known 
for his message-driven cinema. His last film was trending at No. 1 
on Netflix India for about a month.

Shubham Singh



Non Competition 177 22

huMAn

14:45 Mins  |  No Dialogue  |  Drama  |  Ukraine

Synopsis:
A man wakes up naked in a field. There is nothing and no one 

around, except for a lonely lighthouse and a tree. The man runs 
there for answers.     

About the director:
Khachatur Vasilian moved to Mariupol, Ukraine as a child. He 

was a member of Alexander Sokurov’s film laboratory “KLAS” in 
2014. He graduated from the Kharkiv State Academy of Culture 
with a degree in film and television directing in 2016. He made 
several short films that won prizes at various national and 
international film festivals during his studies at the Academy. 
Last year, his debut feature film “My Young Prince” was one of 
the winners of the Dergkino competition and received an 
international response even before the shooting.

Khachatur Vasilian



Non Competition 178 22

inVisiBlE EyEs

08:13 Mins  |  No Dialogue  |  Adventure, Horror, Fantasy  |  Korea, Republic of

Synopsis:
Three children chasing after squirrels encounter invisible eyes 

in the deep forest and suffer from a strange sense of guilt.     

About the director:
Jung studied Fine Art in college and Film & Broadcasting in 

graduate school. Since then, she has been working as an 
animation director and illustrator. She directed short animations 
- “Invisible Eyes”, “A White Dog over the Fog”, “Light and Coin”, 
“Fabric Cosmos”, and “Jungle” and these films have been invited 
to a number of film festivals around the world.

JUNG Seung-hee



Non Competition 179 22

kAAVAkAM

24 Mins  |  Malayalam  |  Fiction, Thriller  |  India

Synopsis:
Kaavakam is the story of the lives of native people in a village 

surrounding a mysterious grove in its wilderness. Combining 
elements of reality and fantasy, the story revolves around the 
protagonist, an abandoned offspring of a wealthy landlord. He 
pilfers the farm produce and creates ruckus only at his alleged 
father’s business affairs. Notwithstanding the social pressures, 
the landlord succumbs to the plans of a manipulator and two 
followers. They break bad, and there is a plot to frighten the 
vagabond. The story ends with an element of surprise and a hair-
raising experience which is unexpected and beyond reality.     

About the director:
Anuradha Nambiar is an award-winning filmmaker, writer, and 

producer. Her debut short film Kavakam, has received many 
laurels. Apart from the short film, she has directed music albums. 
She is currently in the development of a feature film. She was 
born and brought up in Kerala and settled in Bangaluru. An 
international educator by profession, she has always been 
enthusiastic and passionate about making exceptional and 
memorable films.

Anuradha Nambiar



Non Competition 180 22

kinAARA

04:47 Mins  |  English  |  Queer, Drama, LGBTQ, Romance  |  India

Synopsis:
The four-minute film captures the relationship between two 

queer women at the edge of the partition of India in 1947. 
Narrated through a letter, it tells the story of longing for a 
doomed relationship in several ways. For example, their love is 
misunderstood, and the patriarchy is shackling their dreams. 
Their romance was split at its heart by their partition and 
inevitable separation. In the lap of big ideas of liberty and hope 
created by those in power, this film captures two women, their 
desperation and hope in the face of it all.     

About the director:
Anureet Watta is a poet and filmmaker based in New Delhi. 

Their works have appeared in the Bombay Review and South 
Asia Today. Their first collection of poems, ‘ Luster of a Burning 
Corpse’ was published in January 2021. Their debut short film, 
‘Kinaara’ (August ‘21), was made on a zero budget and has been 
showcased in more than 10 international film festivals. They 
currently head the Delhi based artists’ organisation Forbidden 
Verses. Kinaara is their debut short film. They are currently co-
writing their first feature film with Faraz Arif Ansari. It revolves 
around familial acceptance and brings to light the joys of 
queerness to the mainstream. “Room Service” is currently in pre-
production, it attempts to explore queerness outside of the gaze 
and control of the cis heteropatriarchy.

Anureet Watta



Non Competition 181 22

knOck

03:20 Mins  |  Hindi  |  Drama, fiction  |  India

Synopsis:
A caste-war thunders across New Delhi. Raju, a young Muslim 

day-labourer who barely makes a living as a daily wage earner, 
falls prey to the menace of blatant misuse of social media for 
personal and political gains.     

About the director:
Simran started as a cinematographer, gradually developing an 

interest in character and story development which led me to Film 
Direction. In India, she had the chance to work on three films as a 
director, screenwriter, and cinematographer, with 8 selections 
and 12 wins in international film Cfestivals. To push her creative 
capabilities and polish her skills, she decided to pursue Television 
at Boston University. In the past year, she has worked as the 
Director of Photography on the 27th season of Shadows, BUTV’s 
longest-running show. For which she received an Honorable 
Mention at NATAS Student Production Award— Photography. 
Recently, she directed ‘The Musician,’ which is the second 
episode of BUTV10’s Shadows 28th Season.

Simran Sawhney



Non Competition 182 22

lAikA & nEMO

15:00 Mins  |  No Dialogue  |  Animation, Drama, Fantasy  |  Germany

Synopsis:
Nemo looks different. Nobody else wears a diving suit and 

such a huge helmet. But then he meets Laika, an astronaut.     

About the director:
Jan Gadermann was born in 1986 and studied Film Studies 

and Animation. He has written and directed two short films and 
is co-creator of the board book series “Mats & Frida” with “Laika 
& Nemo”. He graduated from Film University Babelsberg Konrad 
Wolf with a master’s degree in Directing Animation. Sebastian 
Gadow was born in Potsdam in 1990. Since 2014, he has studied 
animation at the Film University Babelsberg Konrad Wolf. In 
2017, he was awarded a full scholarship from the “Studienstiftung 
des deutschen Volkes” with “Laika & Nemo”. He received his 
Animation Direction diploma in 2021.

Jan Gadermann



Non Competition 183 22

liQuOR kills

04:56 Mins  | No Dialogue  | Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
A man loses his wife and unborn child due to his alcoholic 

addiction. The film was made in 10 hours, including post-
production, and was shot on Oneplus5.     

About the director:
Vaishnavi is an accountant, an aspiring Youtuber (Food 

Channel), and an independent filmmaker from Tamil Nadu. She is 
currently working as a Help Desk Executive at Barclays in Pune.

Vaishnavi Babu sankar



Non Competition 184 22

lOVE

18:47 Mins  |  English  |  Drama  |  United Kingdom

Synopsis:
An unrequited love story starring British autistic TV and film 

actor Jules Robertson. This bittersweet film tells the story of 
Oscar, a complex character with unique needs but the same 
hopes and desires as anyone. Rather than a film about autism, 
LOVE invites its audience to consider the world from an autistic 
person’s viewpoint. We follow Oscar’s journey as he navigates 
the stresses and strains of daily life, taking the poetic lyrics of his 
favourite band, The Streets, and using them as a coping 
mechanism when faced with uncomfortable social conundrums.     

About the director:
Jane is a director based in London, UK, specialising in television 

drama work. She began her career working as a runner at the 
BBC while still an undergraduate student studying Theatre, Film 
and TV at the University of Bristol. She continued down that path 
after graduating with her BA (Hons) degree. Jane also worked as 
a freelance Assistant Director on various drama and comedy 
productions until she began directing full-time in 2016 on TV 
series, including EastEnders, Coronation Street and Emmerdale. 
LOVE is her first film.

Jane Ashmore



Non Competition 185 22

MAkEup

17:00 Mins  |  Persian  |  Drama  |  Iran, Islamic Republic of

Synopsis:
Sarah is a young bride who goes to the beauty salon introduced 

by one of her relatives for her bridal make-up with her husband, 
Amir. Inside the beauty salon, there is Mojdeh (the owner) and 
her assistant, Azam. Mojdeh’s salon is below her apartment. In 
the end, Amir’s entry into the salon and his rudeness and 
disrespect for others create conflict between people.     

About the director:
Ayob Teymouri is a filmmaking graduate. He began his artistic 

activity in 2007 with a short film, A Childish Moment. He has 
been a planner and an assistant director on several feature-
length and short films.

Ayoub Teymouri



Non Competition 186 22

MAstERJi

09:26 Mins  |  Hindi  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
This is the story of Tyagi Sir, a biology teacher just 2 years from 

retirement. The film started on March 21, 2020, when India 
announced day 1 of lockdown. In the movie, Tyagi Sir’s world 
changes overnight as schools go online. We see him struggling. 
His family tries to help and keep him happy. He is hoping for the 
lockdown to end so he can return to school. The day the 
lockdown is removed, he learns that online school will continue 
for 6 more months. This is the day all his hopes are shattered, and 
he types his resignation letter. He receives a call from one of his 
ex-students, a doctor, thanking him for his contribution. Shaken, 
Tyagi decides to master technology and new ways of teaching.     

About the director:
Sameer Sharma started his film career as an assistant director 

on films Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge and Dil To Pagal Hai. He has 
also written the films Swades, Bhoot, and Khoya Khoya Chand 
and some of the dialogue for the movie Raincoat.

Sameer Sharma



Non Competition 187 22

MOthERs

15:00 Mins  |  Lithuanian  |  Drama, Family  |  Lithuania

Synopsis:
It’s a story of two mothers who have to let go of each other in 

order to grow.     

About the director:
Birutė Kapustinskaitė is a playwright and a screenwriter for 

cinema, theatre and audio projects. In 2018, she received 
Lithuania’s national Golden Cross Award for best playwright. 
Birutė also won the Best Screenplay award at the 2019 Aubagne 
Film Festival for the screenplay of the feature film ‘Sasha Was 
Here’. She teaches screenwriting at the Lithuanian Academy of 
Music and Theatre and at Vilnius University. The short film 
“Mothers” is her debut as a director.

Birutė Kapustinskaitė



Non Competition 188 22

niGht...

10:43 Mins  |  Hindi, English  |  Thriller  |  India

Synopsis:
Night is synonymous with “darkness”; problems, fears, inner 

demons, or even loss. A couple living on an edge. The tension 
brewing between them, boiling into a catastrophe none had ever 
imagined. Shakti, a computer engineer, has been married to Riya 
for 7 years. Despite a troubled childhood, Shakti grows up to be 
smart and fulfils his dreams. Riya believes in living life to its 
fullest. Well-protected by her parents, she believes in having her 
own space and freedom. Her childlike innocence creates a spark 
of hope, and he grabs the opportunity to relive the lost time. But 
trouble started brewing in the past 3 years. While he is declared 
unfit to work, Riya continues for the sake of the household and 
her inner peace. She never imagined that Shakti’s apparent 
depression would turn out to be a full-fledged case of paranoid 
schizophrenia.     

About the director:
Fatema is an independent filmmaker with a Bachelor’s degree 

in Psychology and a Masters in English Literature. She also holds 
a Diploma in Journalism and Filmmaking. Apart from being an 
author of four books, a journalist, a poet and a fine artist. She has 
worked in the creatives with Mukta Arts and UTV. Her passion 
for creating meaningful cinema drove her to create her very first 
documentary, based on India-Pakistan, ‘Vande Mataram’, 
followed by the full length feature film, ‘Namasteyji, May I come 
in’, and the short film, ‘Night’. She is looking forward to showcasing 
her works on popular platforms. She has already completed 
helming the script for the sequel to the feature film and her 
upcoming mini series and short films.

Fatema Zahra Zen



Non Competition 189 22

nuRsERy cRiMEs pARt OnE: thE OMinOus OVERtuRE

07:04 Mins  |  English  |  Thriller, Gothic  |  United States

Synopsis:
Classic English nursery rhymes are reimagined with macabre 

flair in the first of these three-part animated short film series.     

About the director:
Charles M. Kline is an award-winning filmmaker, author/

illustrator, and playwright. His radio drama Transmission 
Unknown was performed live at the Music Box Theatre in 
Chicago, Illinois, for the Wildclaw Theatre Company’s first annual 
Deathscribe radio play festival in 2008 (winning 2nd place). It 
was later produced for the Shoestring Radio Theatre programme 
in 2011, airing on 111 stations in 34 states. He has also scribed 
horror film essays published in the Rondo award-winning book 
Hidden Horror: A Celebration of 101 Underrated and Overlooked 
Fright Flicks, When Animals Attack: The 70 Best Horror Movies 
with Killer Animals, and Strange Blood: 71 Essays on Offbeat and 
Underrated Vampire Movies.

Charles Kline



Non Competition 190 22

OcD OF RiyAAz ROy

03:28 Mins  |  English  |  Educational, Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
The film is about the director’s personal experience with OCD 

and how OCD, a disorder, perceives the body it hosts. OCD is 
often misinterpreted and treated as a disorder with solely 
physical manifestations. Still, in fact, the purest form of the 
disorder has a lot more to do with the mind and the compulsive 
thoughts it carries. This film seeks to establish how OCD affects 
the person it resides in and thereby sensitize the audience, 
especially the ones who don’t suffer from the disorder, about it.     

About the director:
Riyaaz Roy is a student of animation design at the MIT Institute 

of Design. He is interested in dealing with social and psychological 
themes in his films, and one of the very personal themes is that of 
the disorder-Pure OCD, something which he has been suffering 
from a great deal of time. This film seeks to talk about the 
disorder in terms of what happens inside the mind, which causes 
the suffering. He is also a member of the World Design 
Organisation’s YDC (Young Designer Circle) Cohort 2022–2023, 
which is responsible for working on design initiatives around the 
globe for sustainability. He has worked in studios like Vaibhav 
Studios, Girgit Studios, and Totem Creative on various projects 
ranging from in-house short films, music videos, and episodic 
shows to client-based ones for organisations like Splash and PFI 
(Population Foundation of India).

Riyaaz Roy



Non Competition 191 22

Only thE WinD knOWs thE tRuth

14:18 Mins  |  Bengali  |  Mystery  |  India

Synopsis:
A missing case connecting four lives takes the shape of an 

event that soaks a man with the rain of guilt and endless wind.     

About the director:
Mriganka Goswami is a filmmaker based in Kolkata, India. He 

started out as a social worker by profession while completing his 
degree from the University of Delhi on the subject itself, and 
while recording his observations, along with the influences of 
Soviet realism and Italian neo-realism, he gradually got consumed 
by the world of cinema. He went on to write his debut 
independent short fiction film named “Only The Wind Knows 
The Truth”, which went on to festivals like “ARTHOUSE ASIA”, 
and “PUNE SHORT FILM FESTIVAL”. Apart from his own ventures 
as a director, he’s working as a 3rd AD on a CNC-funded film 
based in Dhaka. Mriganka uses his own perception of truth to 
create a distinct cinematic language of his own because he firmly 
believes that the language itself creates an individuality of vision 
manifested by the spiritual and material experiences of a human 
being.

Mriganka Goswami



Non Competition 192 22

OutsiDE is FREE

16:45 Mins  |  Spanish  |  Drama, Sports, Thriller  |  Spain

Synopsis:
A cyclist suffers a training accident. He is severely injured and 

immobile, and he is trapped in the mountain. The appearance of 
a dog will mark the fate of his survival.  

About the director:
Antoni Sendra, AKA PODENCO, is a Spanish freelance director 

specialising in mixed-media-driven projects. The combination of 
live action, motion design, and animation has led him to develop 
a very unique style of storytelling and filmmaking. He has worked 
in a wide range of fields in the industry of moving images, such as 
opening titles, music videos, and documentaries. His clients 
include Twitter, Adidas, Sony, Elastic, etc. Outside is Free is his 
fourth short film as a director, after BHOY (2019), XYZ (2013), 
and Celia & Sunrise (2012).

Antoni Sendra



Non Competition 193 22

pApER BOAts

04:59 Mins  |  Hindi  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Two childhood friends reflect on a time when they would sit 

on the terrace of their apartment complex making paper boats. 
They built worlds in that small space in their childlike wonder, 
promising each other how they had walked the path to their 
dreams. Now grown up, they look back at this bittersweet truth 
of how they got where they wanted to be but lost each other 
along the way.     

About the director:
Khushee is a 22-year-old filmmaker based in Mumbai. She 

graduated with a Bachelor’s degree* in Creative Arts from the 
Srishti Institute of Art Design and Technology. Since she can 
remember, the idea of being behind the camera has always driven 
her. By capturing frames, she is able to build connections 
between everyday people, places and stories. The power to make 
completely different worlds in the form of films fascinates her. 
She believes in simple everyday life where she can find the most 
extraordinary stories.

Khushee Rajendra Hegde



Non Competition 194 22

RAAGA MAttu tAAlA

28:53 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Raaga Mattu Taala follows the journey of a young married 

couple, Sanjay and Sanjana, as they navigate their divorce 
process. An empathetic councillor, Rahul comes into their lives. 
He tries to give a larger picture of life through his experience of a 
chaotic relationship. Will Sanjana and Sanjay rethink their 
choices?     

About the director:
Chirag from Mysore, Karnataka, is an engineering graduate in 

electronics and communication and is currently working in an IT 
company. Cinema has always been a passion, love and getaway 
since his childhood. His primary interests are directing and 
screenwriting, and he aspires to become a filmmaker one day.

Chirag P



Non Competition 195 22

REtROGRAph

07:09 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Scifi, Thriller  |  India

Synopsis:
Retrograph is a story about a camera that can show the future.     

About the director:
Anoop was born in Bangalore, India in the year 1989. He holds 

a degree of BSc in Computer Science. He is a professional cricket 
player, representing Vultures Club, Bangalore. He has played 
National and premier level cricket in New Zealand and is currently 
working in a private company in Bangalore. He has worked as a 
director, story writer, and screenwriter for his first short movie, 
RETROGRAPH.

Anoop R Prasad



Non Competition 196 22

slOuch

18:00 Mins  |  English  |  Animation  |  United States

Synopsis:
Wannabe musical legend Slouch is pushed by his songwriting 

demon Nuffti to deep dive into his darkest emotions. At the same 
time, his girlfriend, Lisa is pregnant and wants him to transition 
into a harmonic family life.     

About the director:
Michael Bohnenstingl is a director and writer, focusing on 

character-based stories in animation. He worked on a kids-series 
with Studio Soi and makes somewhat funny and hopefully 
touching short films. Occasionally he hosts the alternative film 
event “Night of Shame”, in which filmmakers show their most 
terrible films.

Michael Bohnenstingl



Non Competition 197 22

sWEEt BiRiyAni

23:46 Mins  |  Tamil  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Sweet Biriyani deals with a food delivery guy and his 

experiences in a single day. Marimuthu, a law student, delivers 
food for his family’s financial needs. He enjoys riding the bike all 
day and listening to various songs. Marimuthu encounters 
humiliation, prejudice, and arrogance on what looks like an 
ordinary day. How did he find his solace, and what was his 
retaliation? Sweet Biriyani answers it intensely and humanely.     

About the director:
K. Jeyachandra Hashmi has a postgraduate degree in Media 

Arts. Sociology was his major during his undergrad. He has been 
making short films since 2009. Several short films have won 
national and international recognition. He worked as an associate 
director with National award-winning director Seenu Ramasamy. 
He is currently on the hunt to direct his first feature film. Jeyachandra Hashmi



Non Competition 198 22

thE BluE ElEphAnt

14:01 Mins  |  Malayalam  |  Fiction  |  India

Synopsis:
A crisis arises in the life of a childless couple as the husband’s 

passion for an elephant starts complicating their life.     

About the director:
Bhavendu Leela Devarajan has also directed short films, 

Dwandwam (2017) and Datham (2018), that were accepted and 
screened at Cannes 2019 SFC.

Bhavendu Leela Devarajan



Non Competition 199 22

thE cOnstRuctiOn OF A sOunD

17:57 Mins  |  Spanish  |  Experimental, Crime, Sound, Family  |  Spain

Synopsis:
A couple prepares a meal for their guests. The apparent 

tranquillity of the night will be altered when she goes out to buy 
soy sauce. The sound design is a sensory experiment that aims to 
disrupt the way we watch movies.     

About the director:
Cristóbal Arteaga Rozas studied scriptwriting at the 

Universidad Católica de Chile. In 2008 and 2009, he won the 
Script Development Funds of Chile with his feature films Manual 
de Instrucciones para Olvidar and Te invito a mi funeral (Invitation 
to my Funeral). He studied to be a director and screenwriter at 
the Madrid Film Institute. In 2013, he wrote, directed, and 
produced his first full-length film, The Sad Smell of Flesh, which 
was released in the Forum of Independents of the Karlovy Vary 
Film Festival. The film also won the Resistencias section and the 
Fipresci Award at the European Film Festival of Seville and 
received a special mention for acting at the Ourense Film Festival. 
He also won a scholarship to be part of a screenwriting workshop 
in the Ibermedia Cinefilia program, Colombia.

Cristóbal Arteaga Rozas



Non Competition 200 22

thE DistAncE BEtWEEn us

17:10 Mins  |  Italian  |  Drama  |  Canada

Synopsis:
Suddenly separated by 1500 km during Italy’s emergency 

COVID-19 lockdown, middle-aged Chiara and Marcello’s 
attempts at video sex led them to unexpected places. 
Misunderstandings and innuendo reveal deep fractures in their 
relationship, laid bare by the vagaries of the pandemic, normally 
glued together by the routines of domestic life. Over 3 months, 
the couple discovers that the distance between them is greater 
than the length of the Italian peninsula that separates them. A 
heartbreaking illustration of the collateral damage that can never 
be reflected in the pandemic data.     

About the director:
As a documentary director, producer, and impact producer, 

Elisa is drawn to stories that reflect the diversity of the human 
voice. Her latest feature documentary Driving with Selvi 
premiered at the Raindance Film Festival, London UK. And then 
screened at well over 100 festivals around the world, winning 
best documentary awards at multiple festivals including Real 
Asian and the Atlanta Film Festivals. The film has been nominated 
for two Canadian Screen Awards (Donald Brittain Award and best 
Documentary Program) in 2019, and was a Top 10 Audience 
Favourite at IDFA. 

Elisa Paloschi



Non Competition 201 22

thE EchO

24:59 Mins  |  Kannada  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
After many years, Ravish, the protagonist, returns home to his 

estate in the Western Ghats. His plans to sell the estate to 
convert it into a resort turn upside down when The Echo of 
Nature takes him back to his childhood.     

About the director:
Praveen is working as an online editor and assistant director in 

the regional Kannada film industry in India.

Praveen



Non Competition 202 22

thE EnchAntED phiRAn

17:20 Mins  |  Kashmiri  |  Fantasy, Mystery, Drama, Magical Realism  |  India

Synopsis:
When a young girl is gifted a traditional cloak (phiran) with 

alleged magical powers, she tries to channel its magic while 
protecting it from her ruthless father and greedy grandmother.     

About the director:
Shoaib was born in Jammu and Kashmir, a beautiful valley in 

India surrounded by the mighty Himalayas. The very first part of 
Shoaib’s childhood was characterised by a love for his 
surroundings and an ever-increasing preference for visuals over 
words. His journey as a filmmaker began in high school as part of 
the school film club, where he had the opportunity to make 
documentaries, newsreels, and music videos. Shoaib is in his 
third year of the BFA Filmmaking program at the New York Film 
Academy. His style of filmmaking has evolved ever since, with his 
avant-garde short films exploring subjects like dreams and the 
unconscious. With the film ‘The Enchanted Phiran’, he has now 
also stepped into narrative films. He works exclusively in digital 
format.

Shoaib Shawl



Non Competition 203 22

thE lAst custOMER

09:50 Mins  |  English  |  Drama, Mystery  |  Germany

Synopsis:
In an old-fashioned bar, two waiters are preparing to close 

down. As the younger waiter is getting impatient to get their last 
customer and finds a lonely old man outside the bar, the older 
one protects him. But after they suddenly find the old man gone, 
the younger waiter leaves. Left alone, the older waiter 
unexpectedly finds himself tenderly rewarded for his empathy.     

About the director:
Alexander was born on the 8th of April 1998 in Köln, Germany. 

In 2014, he acted in the TV series “Der Bestatter”and an episode 
of “Der erste Stein”. In 2021, he graduated from the Met Film 
School in Berlin. “The Last Customer” is his graduation film, 
directed in 2022.

Alexander Homoki



Non Competition 204 22

thE lOst sEAhORsE

10:00 Mins  |  No Dialogue  |  Adventure, Environmental, Action  |  Canada

Synopsis:
A vulnerable seahorse has been swept away from his coral 

reef and must survive the dangerous journey home.     

About the director:
Benjamin Fieschi-Rose is a filmmaker, creature designer and 

visual artist from Vancouver, B.C. He is a graduate of the Film 
Studies program at Ryerson University. Ben spent his childhood 
exploring the ecosystems of the Pacific Northwest. His passion 
for the natural world becomes much of his creative work.

Benjamin Fieschi-Rose



Non Competition 205 22

thE MOst BORinG GRAnny in thE WhOlE WORlD

07:02 Mins  |  English  |  Animation  |  Germany

Synopsis:
Greta has the most boring grandmother in the whole world. 

When she falls asleep on the sofa, Greta gets the idea to play 
funeral with her grandmother. This confronts them with some 
questions they didn’t ask themselves before. What remains when 
you have to leave life behind?     

About the director:
Damaris Zielke was born in south-west Germany. She studied 

visual communication in Weimar at the Bauhaus University and 
continued studying animation at the Filmakademie Baden-
Württemberg in 2016–2021. Working as a freelance Motion 
Designer and Animator on different TV productions and 
documentaries at the same time. In 2019, she took part in the 
6-week Lucerne Masterclass for Advanced Animation (LuMAA) 
in Switzerland. Currently, she is working as an animator in 
London.

Damaris Zielke



Non Competition 206 22

thE sAplinG

10:43 Mins  |  Marathi  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
On a journey to plant an outgrown sapling, an overprotective 

mother is stimulated by her growing son to face the reality of 
letting go.     

About the director:
Anuraj is a graduate in B.A. in Filmmaking and Television. He is 

a writer and director of the short film Grey which is selected in 
more than 15 international film festivals. He is a National 
Scholarship holder in Dramatics given by CCRT, India.

Anuraj Rajadhyaksha



Non Competition 207 22

tREAsuRE

05:07 Mins  |  No Dialogue  |  Romance, Family, Comedy, Drama, LGBTQ+  |  India

Synopsis:
When Dhanvi, an impressionable 12-year-old, comes across a 

video of treasure hunters discovering a massive treasure chest 
filled with gold and jewels, she is immediately drawn to the idea 
of finding her treasure. Her obsession manages to isolate her 
from her family and friends. But, when an abandoned little puppy 
and a vivacious young lady make their way into her life, she 
discovers more positive ways to channel her obsession. The less 
time she spends looking for her treasure, the closer she gets to 
understanding its true meaning. The great treasure, the kind that 
matters, can’t be found in tombs or under rocks. It is collected 
throughout one’s life, in the form of relationships and memories.     

About the director:
Kavika Sharma is a screenwriter, director and author. Her 

journey as a storyteller began with a desire to live out her 
impossible dreams and make people smile. When she isn’t 
reading or binge watching the latest shows and movies, she can 
be found creating elaborate worlds with action-packed 
adventures, dangerously witty characters, and a dash of comedy.

Kavika Sharma



Non Competition 208 22

tuRn OF thE tiDE

28:00 Mins  |  French  |  Drama, Family   |  Belgium

Synopsis:
Elena’s children, Nina and Victor, are leaving for scout camp. 

For Elena and her daughter, the separation is not an easy one. 
Nina is concerned about how her mother will cope with their 
absence. Instead of going on a cycling trip with friends, Helena 
decides to face her solitude.     

About the director:
Christine Grulois studied art at the ERG in Brussels. As a 

graphic designer and photographer, she makes rock concert and 
festival posters and presents video art in various exhibitions. She 
also appeared in several short films as an actress and features 
(“Ordinary Man” by Vincent Lannoo, “Je suis mort mais j’ai des 
amis” by Guillaume and Stéphane Malandrin). She does voice-
overs (especially for Studio Pic Pic André). In 2013, she wrote and 
co-directed with Gilles Bissot “ Duck or Rabbit”. Then she directed 
“Tout Moka” in 2016 and “Sunny Hill” in 2018.

Christine Grulois



Non Competition 209 22

unFAMiliAR FAMiliAR

28:50 Mins  |  Korean  |  Drama   |  Switzerland

Synopsis:
A middle-aged Swiss-Korean woman flies to Korea amid the 

pandemic after receiving news of her mother’s death. Due to the 
measures, she spends her obligatory quarantine in the abandoned 
parental home. She is confronted by a familiar yet unfamiliar 
feeling from her past and present.     

About the director:
Hae-Sup is a Swiss-Korean film maker who was born in 1991 

in St. Gallen, Switzerland and raised in Opfikon, Zurich. In 2010, 
he studied for a High School Diploma (Matura). In 2013, he took 
a preliminary course at the Zurich University of Arts. From 2014 
to 2019, he completed his Bachelor of Arts in Film at the Zurich 
University of Arts. In addition to his directing projects, he works 
as an assistant editor who is also fluent in German, English, and 
Korean. Hae-Sup Sin



Non Competition 210 22

unsAiD WORDs

02:35 Mins  |  English  |  Drama, Music video, Sports  |  United States

Synopsis:
Two girls at a tennis camp overcome a challenging situation 

that could’ve ended their friendship.     

About the director:
Stark Zhao is a current BFA4 character animation student at 

Calarts. He is honing his skills to become a storyboard artist or 
animator for feature films or TV. His goal in life is to make helpful 
films that aid people on their growth journey.

Stark Zhao
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until WhEn?

27:09 Mins  |  Portuguese  |  Thriller, Drama  |  Brazil

Synopsis:
While guiding the students about abusive relationships, Marta 

comes across Andre, an enigmatic young man who will bring 
challenges that will change her life completely.     

About the director:
With a postgraduate degree in TV Directing for Teledramaturgy 

and a Bachelor’s Degree in Performing Arts from CAL College, 
Ricardo had his first foray as a director in 2017 on the talk show 
“Pauta Aberta” produced by Fundacao Cesgranrio, where he also 
signed the script for the project. His second work in this role is in 
the short film “Deixe o Sol Entrar”which is being shown on the 
festival circuit throughout Brazil and outside.

Ricardo Soares
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VERsEs OF WAR

29:58 Mins  |  Hindi  |  Action  |  India

Synopsis:
An ongoing mission takes a brutal turn as decorated Indian 

Army Major Sunil Bhatia is ambushed by Pakistani forces. Things 
unfold unexpectedly as his interrogation proceeds. Find out what 
happens next.     

About the director:
Prasad Kadam from Mumbai grew up as a bright student and 

had been awarded a scholarship for his MBA studies in the UK. 
He worked as an investment banker in Dubai for a couple of 
years. Still, his passion for filmmaking made him quit his lucrative 
job to return to Mumbai. Prasad is a self-taught filmmaker; he 
never assisted any filmmaker. With good corporate knowledge, 
he managed to get a few ad films to produce and direct under his 
production house. Soon, looking at his eye for creativity and 
passion for filmmaking, he soon received offers for music videos 
and later for short films. His shorts with prominent celebrity 
actors from the Indian Film Industry are critically acclaimed. His 
short Happy Birthday, starring Anupam Kher and Aahana Kumra, 
has won the Best Film and Actor awards at the New York City 
International Film Festival 2021.

Prasad Kadam
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WAGRO

09:45 Mins  |  Marathi  |  Drama, Social  |  India

Synopsis:
A village boy from the marginalised strata of society decides to 

move to the city. But as he spends his last day with his girlfriend, 
can he ever leave it all behind?     

About the director:
Sainath Uskaikar is a filmmaker, screenwriter, and editor from 

Goa.

Sainath Somnath Uskaikar
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WAR AnD cOlOR

04:17 Mins  |  No Dialogue  |  Animation  |  Iran, Islamic Republic of

Synopsis:
A few children are playing in a war-torn neighbourhood when 

suddenly their ball is thrown towards the enemy trench.     

About the director:
Adnan Zandi was born in Kurdistan, Iran. He was a B.A. student 

in Cinema certification and is a Master’s student of Cinema 
Directing at Islamic Azad University, Tonekabon Mazandaran 
Branch.

Adnan Zandi
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WE shOulD tAlk MORE OFtEn

04:00 Mins  |  No Dialogue  |  Drama  |  India

Synopsis:
Three friends are trying to get on a video call to wish their 

friend on his birthday while the pandemic is at its peak.     

About the director:
Saiyam Marwah is an animator and a filmmaker who has 

always been telling stories. He graduated as a communication 
designer and went on to pursue a masters in Animation Film 
Design from the National Institute of Design, India. He enjoys 
creating stories which seem fantastical but are rooted deep in 
basic human nature.

Saiyam Marwah
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